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Ethnic
Polarisation

his month's lead article is dif ferent . It is written by our readers. Two months ago we had
asked our readers to submit their opinions on the problem of ethnic polarisation in the
country. This was part of our regular 'Opinion Poll' . There was very good response.
We decided therefore to make our readers' views on tehnic polarisation the main
story in th is issue. The various views have been expressed with a degree of frankness
wh ich is rare in our society.
A liran may not agree with some of the views. lnqeed , t here are sentiments in the article that
follows which are clearly against Aliran 's analysis of, and approach towards, the prob le m of ethnic
polarisation. Nonetheless, all views have been carried since we have always believed that we must
first listen to what people have to say, whether or not we agree with them .
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Ed itor

did it take the
government such a long time to realize
the existence of ethnic po larisation?
Didn't our so-ca lled leaders and intellect uals know about it or d idn 't t hey bot her
to know about it? This issue has been
hig h I ighted by concern ed groups Ii ke
Al iran and political parties like the OAP,
long before Datuk Musa spoke out. But
because those groups are not within the
Barisan, the ir views were ignored. This
itself questions the government's sincerity
in overcoming ethnic polarisation, even
though the Government now has to admit
the existence of the problem.
I personally think ethnic polarisation
is actually a very .serious crisis facing
eve ry Malaysian. The causes of ethnic
polarisation are many . Every child in
Malaysia is branded with 'keturunan',
from the day he is born. In the birth
certificates, he wil I be identified under
'keturunan' as Melayu, Cina or India.
When he is twelve years, he will be
reminded again that he is Melayu, Cina,
India - that is when he receives his

Identity Card . It is not just a question of
ident ifi cat ion on t he bas is of 'ketu ru nan'.
A ·number of socio-eco nom ic po licies are
also influenced by ethnic consi derati ons.
What the Government can do is change
the po! icies to cater t o the needs of al I
Malaysians. Th e Govern ment cont inues to
worsen the situation. The Barisa n
Nasional can on ly surv ive by champ ioning
ethnic groups. (UMNO - champions of
t he Malays , MCA - champions of the
Chinese, MIC
champions of the
Indians) . Each champio nin g hi s own
ethnic group and forget ting to champion
all Malaysians! No one speaks for all
Malaysians but on ly for their own ethn ic
groups.
This is further worsened by the ex istence of irrespons ible leaders and 'nonintellectuals' who think they are intell ectuals. These two 'groups' make racial istic .,.
statements. This is dangerous for future
generations, because this is 'leadership by
bad example,' which is incidently against
Government policies. Leaders like Wan
Najib and 'intellectuals' like Mansor
Abdullah are the best examples. It further
hurts the affected community when no
action is taken on those people who make
offensive racial remarks. Where is the
justice? So, we also need justice to
eradicate ethnic polarisation.
It's sad to know that while the causes
of ethnic polarisation are many, the
solutions are only few.
First, we should ban anything which is
ethn ic in nature. This involves polit ica l
parties , social groups, economic/business

groups, etc. except religious groups which
are not ethnic based.
Second, certain Government policies
should be changed. They should be more
Malaysianised.
Third, the Government and leaders
should be sincere in overcoming the
crisis. No one should pay lip-service. All
the leaders should understand the
differences between the ethnic groups
be
prepared
to
respect the
and
differences.
Lastly, the rakyat shduld change their
attitudes and get rid of their prejudices.
If all these happen, I don't see any reason
why we cannot overcome this problem.
Ramadas K. Raman
Kuala Lumpur

I

am glad that Aliran
has taken the initiative to discuss and try
to find solutions to the ethnic polarisation problem. It's about time that someone sat down and looked at the matter
seriously and tried . to find solutions
instead of giving a press release just to
acknowledge that they are concerned
with the problem.
I am very sorry that time does not
allow me to discuss the topic thoroughly
because examinations are just around the
corner, but just for the sake of "NOT
MISSING OUT" in the Opinion Poll; my
answer to how serious this polarisation is
simple: "VERY SERIOUS"!
I hope you'll appreciate that since the
matter is so serious I have named myself
'CHANDRAHMAD KUO' instead of
giving myself a Christian name like
DAVID, RICHARD or BARRY KUO
as most Chinese do.
Chandrahmad Kuo
New South Wales

Australia

Allow

me first to say
that it is indeed a pleasure to respond to
a magazine dedicated to justice, freedom
and solidarity. Your articles are wellwritten and provide excellent food for
thought. May those responsible have the
strength, courage and spirit to carry on
the good work. May many more be
inspired to play an active role in
promoting
justice,
freedom
and
solidarity.
In a nation made up of different
ethnic groups, natural ethnic affinity or
loyalty can often be mistaken for
'polarisation'. Religious and cultural ties
bind a particular ethnic group and it
would be unfair to label this as 'po larisation'. The question, then is, when does
this 'natural' feeling of affinity reach a
p~int when it can justifiably be termed as
'polarisation'?
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As a concerned parent and teacher, I
believe that our education system has
played a 'crucial' role in turning 'natural'
ethnic loyalty to serious ethnic polarisation . The education of children is an issue
close to the hearts of all parents. When
things start to go wrong in this area, the
effects are tremendous; the ripples can be
felt in the socio-cultural, religious and
economic spheres . The root of the
prnblem lies in a distinct lack of confidence in the education system. This has
given rise to feelings of anger, frustration,
jealousy and plain helplessness - -all of
which have slowly but surely caused
ethnic polarisation. The feeling of noconfidence is clearly reflected by the
following:
1. The children of most of our government leaders have not been or are not
allowed to be pr_oducts of our own
National Education System. This is
ironical, especially in view of the
slogan 'Leadership by Example'. Here,
the attitude towards the rakyat is that
the National Education System is fit
for ordinary folks whose children will
somehow survive.
2. Never before have we witnessed such
a boom in private education. Private
schools and colleges are appearing all
over P.J. and K. L. as wel I as other
major towns. Private primary education has become popular in the last
two years since the hasty implementation of the 3R 's programme. One such
school has opened new Std . 1 classes
monthly ever since the beginning of
this year, as the list of applicants keeps
growing. Waiting lists for more
established expatriate schools are so
long that Malaysian parents will either
have to register their offsprings almost
as soon as they're born or they will
have to pu 11 very strong and effective
'cab,ltls' to ensure a place.
3. The existence and setting-up of many
more special junior colleges for selected bumiputra students from Form 1,
even in rural areas like Hutan Melintang in Perak, make the simple rural
folk realise that something is amiss
with the ordinary village school otherwise, why should these students
be taken out. of the mainstream so
early?
4. Malaysian students, both govt-sponsored and private, seeking higher eduoverseas have become a
cation
phenomenon.
Foreign recruitment
teams make a bee-line for Malaysia,
realising that there 's a real market here
and not a very discerning market at
that. Govt-teams go a-hunting for
places abroad for govt-scholars - one
wonders why it's so difficult to get
places for such outstanding scholars!
This situation has reached such a state
that Lat found ready material recentlyForeigners must be wondering whether
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all our universities and colleges have
been hit by some terrible calamity.
How do all these cause serious ethnic
polarisation?
1. The non-bumiputra view, with envy
and frustration, the fact that there are
special schools for bumiputra. The
best facilities and highly qualified
teachers (in many cases non-bumiputra) are being channel led to these
special schools. The resentment builds
up, especially when it is obvious that
ordinary schools lack facilities and
qualified teachers. The reaction to this
depends on the socio-economic status.
The well-to-do send their children to
special private schools or well-known,
established schools locally or to
boarding schools abroad. The 'trend'
shows that 12-pl us is the age for such
ventures . These parents feel worried
and resentful. They feel that the
money spent and the early separation
are both unnecessary and unfair. The
less wel I-to-do but i ntel Iigent parents
"scramble" for the few ASEAN
scholarships
which
enable
their
children to continue their education in
Singapore. (There the pace is fast and
the competition is keen but at least
you don't have to re-sit exam papers
when there's a 'leak' and you know
your grades reflect your true ability)
The poor and not-so-intelligent most
of the time are faced with inadequate
facilities, under-qualified or downright
disinterested teachers and overcrowded classes. Serious polarisation eats at
the heart of all levels of society.
2. The bumiputras who are selected and
educated in the special schools are not
given the opportunity to build
relationships with the other ethnic
groups at an age where such friendships are best fostered . They are
separated from the mainstream at 12plus and probably get into a mixed
group again only at the University
level and that, too, most probably,
abroad . Hence they continue to stick
together to face the challenge of
foreign environment. It is no wonder
that they become easy victims of
religious 'extremist' groups .
It is therefore, imperative that if the
'powers-that-be' are truly sincere in their
efforts to reduce ethnic polarisation, the
education policy must be seriously
evaluated and re-structured. A restructured pal icy is crucial for the
development of young Malaysians and it
must be one that seeks to unify and
promote harmony.
Thank you for an opportunity to
express my views.
Aayo
Petaling Jaya

Birds of a feather ' flock
together, goes a saying . Among Malaysians, we see Malays, Chinese and Indians
moving within their own groups.
Basically, there are a few causes for
this. The main culprit is human nature
which is expressed through ethnic
prejudice, suspicion and distrust of a
different community and the supposed
comfort and security in the presence of
one's own ethnic kind.
The government has made use of this
existing prejudice and distrust to divide
and rule (the very thing they accused the
British of!), to divide political parties
along ethnic lines and citi zens into
bumiputras and non-bumiputras. The
dominant ruling partner in the Barisan
Nasional has not only dominated, but
also domineered over the coalition by
imposing its will on all communities and
conveniently blaming the British for all
our problems (including the Bank
Bumiputra scandal in 'British Hong Kong)
even after almost thirty years of
independence.
Some have said that Chinese and Tamil
schools are the cause of ethnic polarisation. If so, why does it exist also in Malay
schools? Why does it also ex,i st in the
Civil Service and the Armed Forces which
are dominated by the Malays?
Only the government can ·solve ethnic
polarisation in Malaysia - if it has the
will. This it can do by undoin g policies
that favour one community against
another and policies that are motivated
by ethnic glory like the 70 million
population, National Culture, compulsory
Islamic studies in the University, Bukit
China, Proton-Saga (which gives all contracts exclusively to Bumiputras) and the
22 extra seats in the next elections.
Ethnic polarisation is divisive and can
become explosive. A house divided
against itself cannot stand. Malaysia
cannot afford another race riot. Our
present and future leaders must be
practical in fostering national unity. This
they can do by providing equal opporin
employment,
business,
tun,t,es
education, housing and through proper
recourse to law and its protection. They
must remove, through educating the
masses and setting the right examples
themselves, ethnic discrimination in
schools, the civil service, the police and
armed forces and the pub I ic services. This
they can do if they spend less time
officiating at ceremonies, making unnecessary speeches, thinking childishly of
debates (have debates ever resolved anything?) . They must expend their energies
on issues like providing food, shelter and
clothing - perhaDs even learning a thing
or two from our southern neighbour
without pride or prejudice because pride
and prejudice have never helped anyone.

A government which can provide these
basic needs for the vast majority of its
people will go a long way in achieving and
preserving national unity. It must execute
policies removing ethnic polarisation in
all its forms - policies formulated
through active consultation with all
communities as equal partners. Ethnic
polarisation cannot be removed by fiery
debates, clever speeches or impressive
slogans. It must come from the heart.
Ismail Kunji Ahmad
Johor Baru

Ethnic differences were
not so apparent during the pre-Merdeka
days but with the entrenchment of the
Bumiputra/non-Bumiputra dichotomy in
the Constitution, ethnic polarisation
received an impetus and together with
subsequent actions such as preferences,
quota systems and so on, all based on
ethnicity, it is no wonder that ethnic
polarisation has continued to flourish
until it drew comments recently from the
deputy Prime Minister himself regarding
..,
ethnic polarisation in schools .
However, the deputy Prime Minister's
cal I to parents is hardly the solution to
this serious problem. More often than
not, the parents themselves are the
victims of actions based on ethnic consideration; how then can they guide their
children to overcome ethnic polarisation?
How can our "Look East" policy
produce results when we are looking
towards countries where ethnic discrimi nation as such does not exist while ethnic
considerations and polarisation have
become a way of life in our country.
At a recent seminar the Deputy
of
the
Finance
Secretary-General
Ministry, Datuk R. Navaratnam drew
attention to the fact that strong perceptions prevail that equal treatment is not
given to al I civi I servants regardless of race
and that this alienation is felt in areas of
promotion prospects and postings to key
positions, training opportunities and
other aspects of work . Such a situation
should not arise if the official policy as
expressed by the Chief Secretary at the
same seminar is faithfully implemented
viz that Government is committed to the
performance concept and the merit
system and that Senior Civil Service
positions would only be filled by those
who are qualified, show capability
and who have a proven record of good
service .
One of the principal causes of
inefficiency in the pub! ic service can be
traced to the ethnic discrimination
referred to by Datuk Navaratnam. This
often leads to . subordinate staff being
control led by less knowledgeable and
ineffective heads.
Residential schools confined to one
3

community is yet another cause of ethnic
polarisation since in the formative years

of a student's life he is deprived of
association with the other communities.
based on
Preferential
treatment
ethnicity is another contributory factor
A recent classic example is the award of
scholarships to UK to certified failures
based purely on the opinion and recommendation of a Minister.
Most official forms, even income tax
returns, ask us to stipulate our ethnic
origin. Why is this necessary if we are
honestly endeavouring to promote a
identity and a Malaysian
national
nationality regardless of ethnicity?
To aggravate the situation, there is
even a tendency now to emphasize the
religious "differences" associated with
the various communities in our society
rather than their "common virtues".
The solution to this problem is to
regard "race" as an ugly word and to
eliminate it in future policies while
attempting to undo the harm already
done by biased policies of the past . A
first step on the part of Government
towards rectifying the situation should
be to stop "passing the buck".
Dee

Kuala Lumpur

I

don't think the government alone is responsible for ethnic
polarisation. Everyone li'5:es to say that
but it is not true.
We forget that the British had already
divided the people along ethnic lines. Our
leaders inherited a communal situation.
We should give credit to them for
trying to bring the communities together.
Even to this day, our government leaders
like Dr. Mahathir and Datuk Musa Hitam
are determined to bring about national
unity.
Of course, in the course of creating
unity, the Bumiputras have to be given
special assistance. The majority of them
are sti 11 poor . There are not enough
Malays in commerce, industry and the
professions . The Malay middle-class is still
weak.
Unthinking non-Bumiputras who are
against dividing the people into Bumiputras and non-Bumiputras have never
been concerned about the plight of the
Bumiputras. They are concerned only
with their own positions. They get all
worked up about unfair treatment, about
the lack of equal opportunities and so on
but they do not analyse their own
failings.
We know how unfair Chinese business
types have been not only to Malays but
also Indians, Eurasians and others. When
their businesses are mono-ethnic, it is
all right. For a long time, they never
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allowed others to enter commerce or
industry . They never wanted to employ
non-Chinese.
In fact, the non-Malay rich are also
responsible for ethnic polarisation.

hope the government will take
positive action by revising its policies in
order to prevent further deterioration of
ethnic polarisation, and ensure a more
just and equitable future.

Keadilan

Lau Chee Boon

non-Bumi putras
are of the opinion that the Bumiputranon-Bumiputra dichotomy should be
removed in order to get rid of ethnic
polarisation.
. Is this really true? Even if this division
is got rid of, there is no guarantee of
unity as long as non-Bumiputras do not
really identify with the country.
This is one of the few countries in the
world where it was so easy for so many
immigrants to become citizens on such
liberal terms. This happened in the late
forties and fifties. A lot of people became
citizens even when they did not know a
word of Malay or do not have any
feelings for the history and culture of the
country.
In western countries Ii ke Canada or
West Germany or France, you cannot
become a citizen just like that. There
must be strong cultural identification
with the land of adoption. This is more so
in countries like Thailand and Indonesia.
The situation is different here. There
is not only no identification but even outright hostility towards the local culture.
To make it worse, communal nonBumiputras demand the same status for
their languages and cultures as enjoyed by
the indigenous language and culture.
It is this lack of understanding of the
background of the country on the part of
many non-Bumiputras which has led to
ethnic polarisation.

am against all policies
that polarize our people along religious
and ethnic lines.
However, the problem of polarisation
cannot be solved merely by having multiethnic schools, or eliminating ethnic
quotas or having a different, more cosmopolitan culture policy .
The only way is to change the social
system as a whole. Our present capitalist
system is the main cause of polarisation.
It makes a lot of Bumiputras feel
insecure. It also makes some nonBumiputras insecure. Besides, it increases
competition among the communities.
Many non-Bumiputras who don't like
communal ism are not asking for a change
involving the whole system. All they want
is elimination of quotas . But that is not
the remedy.

Kulim, Kedah.

Seremban

I

Mahfudz Mahmud
Tai ping

Teacher
Penang

Deputy
Prime
Minister, Datuk Musa Hitam, recently
expressed concern over the present trend
of segregation and polarisation among
races. If left unchecked, he said, it could
spark a confrontation of the races.
We are happy to note that the government is beginning to be aware of such a
trend.
It is ridiculous for some unscrupulous
elements, while trying to gain politically,
to blame the students from the vernacular
stream, and say that polarisation is
mostly caused by factors like language
and class barriers.
In my opinion, ethnic polarisation is
mainly due to the unjust implementation
of government's policies and the division
of ,Malaysians into "Bumiputra and nonBLirfliputra".
Aliran Monthly December 1984

University students, Malaysia

W.

Malaysians, must
first of all admit that there was and still is
such a thing as ethnic polarisation in this
country. Then only can we start to talk
about various ways and means of overcoming this problem. There is no point in
cheating ourselves by imagining there is
ethnic harmony.
The recent incident of an UMNO MP
insulting the Indian community in Parliament by saying, 'If you see an Indian and
a snake, beat the Indian first,' exposes the
fact that there is no true respect and
brotherhood among the various races in
Malaysia.
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I sincerely feel that the government is
mainly responsible for the ethnic polarisation that we are encountering today. The
segregation of the people as 'bumiputra'
and 'non-bumiputra' intensifies the situation. The various government policies
implemented under the name of the New
Economic Policy directly or indirectly
creates mistrust and suspicion among the
communities.
Among
the
Chinese
community there is a general feeling that
their interests in the economy, in education, culture and politics have been
seriously eroded ever since the implementation of the NEP. The children on
entering Standard one are mad8 aware
that they are different because they are
told to state whether they are Malay,
Chinese or Indian. By right, they should
all be classified as Malaysians .
The terms 'bumiputra' and 'nonbumiputra' · should be dropped all
together. The majority of the people are
born here, live here and will die here.
There is no question of their loyalty to
the country. Government policies must
be implemented to benefit all the people
irregardless of race, religion, political
thinking and philosophy.
A True Malaysian

of

Alor Setar

the many diseases
that will continue to cripple Malaysia,
perhaps the worst is ethnic polarisation.
Day by day this cancer is eating away at
the very core of the country.
It is politics and politicians who have
been responsible for ethnic polarisation.
The then Alliance party and now the
ruling Barisan are the culprits. The lines
of separation were already drawn when
the communal parties came into existence. The Alliance under the Tunku
generally ensured that the sanctity of the
Constitution was maintained and a feeling
of oneness among the people existed.
May 13th and the consequent departure
of the Tunku changed all that.
The N EP which professed to correct
economic and other imbalances with a
view to promoting national unity has,
ironically, achieved the very opposite!
This
policy,
which
overwhelmingly
favours one ethnic group above all others
in each and every area of the nation's
I ife, is the major cause of ethnic polarisation. As if we are not already divided, our
leaders divided the population into Bumiputra and non-Bumiputra sections! This is
a heinous crime committed against
national unity by our thoughtless leaders
whose motives we must question. The
rakyat must see it for what it really is that these leaders can only thrive by
dividing the nation along ethnic lines.
The total mutilation of the original
Constitution - the so-called "Social

Contract" between

the

UMNO, MCA

and MIC - is another cause of ethnic

polarisation. In my opinion the founding
fathers of the nation envisaged a multi
racial, multi religious, secular state.
What has happened to that vision? The
original Constitution has been completely
trampled upon. The Tunku rightly
commented that the original Constitution
does not exist!
As long as we have leaders who do not
respect the original Constitution, the
hope for nationa l unity is bleak . Leaders
without the capacity to think, leaders
without vision, leaders without a heart
and a soul and leaders who are dishonest
will continue to perpetrate the crimes
that will condemn the people to the
scourge of ethnic polarisation .
Such leaders will comment on ethnic
polarisation. Treatment for its symptoms
will be recommended; the causes will
remain undiagnosed.
What hope is there for the nation
when the doctor is the disease?
Hopeless
lpoh

T:ere

may be various
causes for ethnic polarisation in this
country , but all will agree that racial
politics, religious extremism and bigotry
and narrow national ism have perpetuated
and enhanced the problem. Nationalism
based on race and religious fervour stand
as stumbl ing blocks towards wmmunal
integration and nation building. The idea

that we are Malaysians means very little
to most of us. In all areas of our public
life the terms bumiputra and nonbumiputra rule paramount.
While no one objects to the NEP to
improve the economic well-being of the
indigenous communities, the approach
and political heat associated with it, has
encouraged and stimulated racial polarisation. Over-emphasis on the rights and
grievances of the bumiputras in the mass
media, with practically little being done
to remove non-bumiputra grievances and
suspicions has further compounded the
problem.
Those airing bumiputra grievances are
made to appear as nationalists, while
those actively seeking to redress genuirie
non-bumiputra grievances are viewed with
suspicion, and very often labelled as
chauvinists . The people's thinking has
been muddled by our political climate.
Communal issues are viewed as national
issues, and people who raise national
issues are condemned as pal itical opportunists st irring communal feelings.
Our political wizards argue that the
people are not ready for political integration through true multi-racial pQl,itics. If
the people are not ready, it is because
they have not been made ready by years
of political polarisation. It is more
accurate to say that our political elites
are not ready for such an integration.
The leaders themselves are infused with
a nationalistic zeal borne out of racial
and religious pride.
The UMNO politicians are getting so
tense and heated with the rising

There is a tendency to link polarisation
with government and therefore with the Malays. Granted, that the government has
caused a lot of ethnic polarisation but does this mean that if we have a different government tomorrow polarisation will disappear?
I am doubtful. The attitudes and values of all the major communities in Malaysia
are also responsible for polarisation. Myths and prejudices about one another, and all
sorts of ethnic misconceptions, have brought about ethnic antagonisms.
The Malays doubt the sincerity of the non-Malays. The non-Malays fear what
they regard as Malay dominance. Malays see the Chinese as greedy and selfish. They see
the Indians as dirty. The Chinese, in turn, see the Malays as lazy and incompetent while
they regard Indians as loud and noisy. The Indians, for their part, see Malays as a people
without much civilisation while they look at the Chinese as arrogant and materialistic.
If we want to unite Malaysians, we have to fight all these prejudices. The government can't do this alone. It needs the cooperation of all Malaysians.
As a true Malaysian, I have two suggestions to make. First, good, honest people
in each community must· fight prejudices within their own community. There is no
point in becoming a hero and fighting the other side all the while. All the time we are
pointing out the communalism of someone in some other community. What about the
bigoted, prejudiced, chauvinistic people in one's own community? It takes greater
courage to fight chauvinism within one's own kind.
Second, as Aliran has suggested so many times, all communities must emphasise
common values. For me, the common values are so obvious. I look at the way people
live and know they have many things in common. Joy and suffering visit all of us.
Laughter and tears are the common heritage .of all of humankind. By looking at realities
we will realise our common humanity. That is what we want in Malaysia.
Alina Hassan

Penang
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popularity of PAS in the northern states.
Why? Because, as they argue it divides
the Malay community, and this is one
thing which they can never allow. The
government tends to view this as being
far more serious than racial polarisati oo .
The idea behind this is obvious. A divided
Malay community will be overwhelmed
and manipulated by the other communal
groups and forces in the country whereas
any racial flare-outs borne out of racial
tensions can be checked by military and
political means, so long as the Malay
community remains united. We therefore
can see why the PAS threat is causing so
much heat and tension in UMNO. But
this kind of political zeal hinders true
ethn ic integration. Is the nation forever
going to remain communally divided and
suspicious of each other?
Of late our leaders have assured us
that racial polarisation is not that serious
as made out to be by certain groups, but
let us not forget government assurances
on the Papan issue. It is foolhardy to
belittle the seriousness of the issue.
Economic and financial constraints in the
years ahead can aggravate racial tensions .
Increasing materialism and fanaticism can
st ifl e human relationships. It can provoke
communa l misunderstandings.
It is time nationalism inspired by racial
and religious passions is replaced by a
new type of national ism where all citizens
feel committed and involved. This is the
only effective way to reduce communal
distrust and suspicion.
P. Rasahugail
Bid or, Perak

Ethnic polarisation is
very serious. ·· 1t has been a smouldering
cauld ron for the past one decade or so .
When it w ill spill over and smother us all
no one can accurately predict but we
discount its ex istence only at our own
peril. And that would be a terrible
tragedy .
Yet, there were many in the past who
had foolish ly behaved like an ostrich with
its head in the ground, and dismissed its
existence, not realising that we could not
escape our dangers just by denying the
facts. Sooner or later reality must catch
up with us.
And it finally caught up with us, I
suppose, when recently Datuk Musa
publicly acknowledged its existence . Now
everybody ·is suddenly bleating about
racial polarisation and the dangers posed
by it. Prior to this nobody, except Aliran,
could feel the pulse of the nation and tell
us that the nation was seriously afflicted
by ethnic polarisation. In fact Aliran even
came out with an excellent pamphlet in
1981, entitled Why is there communal
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polarisation?' But the pity of it is that
nobody paid any attention to their call of
distress. There were then too many
ostriches as there are too many goats
now!
In any case, it is better late than never.
Now that we have accepted the existence
of ethnic polarisation, where do we go
from here? Shouldn't we examine the
causes in order to prevent it? Should a
national issue such as this, with all its
inherent dangers, be tackled by pol iticians, who are essential ly communal
leaders and not national leaders? When
communal leaders who have all this while
been projecting communal issues as
national issues, are asked to behave as
national leaders and promulgate national
policies, they find themselves incapable
of responding to this great task. They
find it difficult to shed their parochial
mentality and proclaim policies which
may be just nationally but hurting to the
community they champion . The moment
they are perceived as being not sympathetic by their community, they lose their
support and hence their position which is
of paramount importance to them . To
expect a solution from our political
leaders to this national problem is Ii ke
wishing for the moon . It is never possib le .
The only solution to me seems to be
the setting up of a Royal Commission to
study the question of Ethnic Polarisation .
Such a commission should be headed by
a High Court Judge and the majority of
its members should be non-po I iticians,
who are perceived as people with a
common vision of nationhood. Only then
will rational and just solutions be possible
to this national problem of ethnic
polarisation.
Hassan bin Omar
Executive
Penang

W e n we are no longer
able to sit down together and eat our own
respective food and carry on a conversation because of our ethnicity; when our
children no longer get invited to parties
by their friends because of ethnic
differences; when response to an accident
is no longer guided by human feelings but
by the ethnic origin of the victims - then
we are i_n deep trouble.
When school children are subjected to
the. wrath of the teacher because of
ethnicity; when marks are awarded not
based on work done; or opportunities
provided not because of merit; or promotions denied solely because of ethnicity then we are definitely heading for deep
trouble.
When you sit for a public examination,
can't you simply appear as a candidate
witho1,1t having to identify yourself as a
'Malay', 'Chinese', 'Indian' or others? Is
Aliran Monthly December 1984

ethnicity relevant in an examination?
When you apply for a job, can't you
do so as a citizen or as a human being,
having
to
indicate
your
without
communal origin?
When you need an identity card,
according to the laws of the country,
must you state your racial origin?
When you fall sick and seek admission
to a hospital, must you declare your
ethnicity? Do you get treated because
you are sick or is it your 'ethnicity' that
gets treated?
When you are born you are communally labelled; when you die, you are
communally identified, and in between
on numerous occasions you are communally defined for every imaginable thing
you do or seek. From cradle to grave you
have to carry this communal burden.
Is there no way I can be a Malaysian?
Am I permitted to be a Malaysian? Can I
be born a Malaysian? Can I, please, at
least die a Malaysian!
'Proud Malaysian'
Malacca

Polarisation will
stalk us wherever we go for people
invariably will cling to things and groups
they are familiar with. There is nothing
wrong with that: it is natural for us to
identify with our own kind. What is
wrong is when we start to guard our own
rights, culture and presence so jealously
that we are insensitive to others; we
forget that they - these others - also
have their rights, separate cultures and
their presence here is as legal as ours.
In Colonial times, we did not see each
other as different because we were all
grouped as locals, natives and non-natives.
We had a common adversary, i.e. the
white"?nan, and hence the colour of our
different skins mattered little - it was a
case of the coloured against the white.
Since Independence, when the colour
'white' has diminished in our vision, we
increasingly see the various colours of our
one-time 'brothers and sisters'. Once we
had the comradeship of eating and
playing together; now our emphasis upon
differences shocks even our younger
generation. Like the labels HALAL and
NON-HALAL. The words NON-HALAL
should never appear for they have a
negative connotation: the implication is
that there is a section of our people
indulging in forbidden foods and activities . If it is necessary to classify things, do
so but we should not scream to others
that they are wallowing in sin (One man's
meat is another man's poison).
Another wrong move is the overzealousness of some people who think
that they can force everyone to think like
them. They have forgotten that force,
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being a negative element, only encourages
a negative response. Thus the more you
force, the more resistance you will get.
Like insisting everyone must speak in
Bahasa Malaysia, even within their own
private gatherings. To even suggest this
is ridiculous. Malaysians will speak in
Bahasa Malaysia eventually because it is
our National Language . To stress that
Bahasa Malaysia be used for al I official
purposes is a positive step and should be
implemented. Groups who do not take
Bahasa Malaysia seriously will suffer later
for it is sheer folly on their part and such
an attitude will cause their own downfall.
So if a group wants to communicate in a
language other than Bahasa Malaysia let
them, for it will be their loss. Recently, a
University lecturer observed that the
Malays are at a disadvantage because the
other races are able to converse both in
Bahasa Malaysia and their mother tongue.
This is very true so wise Malays should
pick up other languages like English so
that they will not be left behind.
Another disappointment connected to
ethnic polarisation is the hasty introduction of the subject 'Islamic Civilization'.
There was no in-depth study of the
subject nor were personnel trained
efficiently. By right the subject should
inspire and build up a sense of admiration. For there is so much to learn from
Islamic Civilization. The philosophy and
culture of Islam and its progress and
accomplishments have so much to offer.
It is good for al l to know about Islam
since it is the religion of the Malays. But
a sensitive subject like this must be well
prepared before it is presented otherwise
you may get an adverse reaction. But why
only ' Islamic Civilization'? The other
races will know more about Islam and the
Malays and will understand them better
but the Malays have to understand the
others too. Integration means knowing
about each other thus all civilizations
pertaining to Malaysia should be studied,
not by way of comparison but to bring
about better understanding and appreciation.
It is also bad to imply that it is wrong
for the races to mix because one must
maintain one's identity and purity. No
one race can fully claim that it is
absolutely 'pure' for all races come from
the ·same source - God . Identity? Then it
has to be Malaysian. For years we have
borrowed from each other. The Malay
baju is the Indian jippah with a Mandarin
collar. Many non-Malays choose the
comfort of the sarung in their homes.
Nasi Lemak, a traditional Malay dish, is
relished by all. During festive seasons, the
goodies spread out for guests are the
culinary products of the various races.
We have lived together for so long that we
have assimilated from each other without
being conscious of it and it should be so.
There was no force: it was and still is in

the process , of living together that we
become united. If in the past we could
learn from each other and thus improve
our quality of life, we should certainly
continue to do so.
Ethnic polarisation will always shadow
us because our people consist of many
races. We must however prevent it from
overshadowing us. We must acknowledge
the fact that we are different and accept
each other as such. If we truly love our
country and our fellowmen, then we
must be sincere and strive to view one
another with less suspicion and more
understanding. We, perhaps, may never
be able to eradicate ethnic polarisation
all together but w~ should try . We can, if
we apply the golden rule "Do unto others
what you want others to do unto you."

IN THE FIFTIE5,
THEY CALLED NE
CULTURAL
DIFFERENCES
1

.

DURING THE
'SIXIE5, I WAS
CALI.EP £TitNIC
CONFLICT. (\1AN 1
WAS I FIERCE

fHEN !

PATRIOT

Headmaster
IPOh

How serious is ethnic polarisation?
27 years after Merdeka we are still
plagued by the following:1. Major political parties are expressly
racist in their set-up. UMNO, MCA
and MIC spring easily to mind .
2. Multi-racial political parties are transformed into ethnic political parties
in practice as they are engulfed by
the polarized political situation .
Gerakan, Berjaya, DAP, PSRM, PAS
are some examples.
3. Professional tricksters are still chauffeured into Par! iament on a racial
platform. They openly flaunt their
ethnocentric views as a guarantee of
their political survival.
4. Positions in the Executive Judiciary
are held under apparent ethnic
quotas. Ethnic considerations reign
supreme in the nomination of candidates to contest in the General
Elections.
5. Religion becomes po lari zed. This is
seen by many to be a reaction to the
ethnic problem. A certain religion is
associated with a certain ethnic
group. The Shaba and Shatilla
Massacre and the PLO struggle in
general have aroused little interest
among the non-Muslims because the
Palestinian problem is associated
with Muslims i.e. Malays.
6. The promulgation of laws cannot
escape from ethnic content and interpretation. With the profusion of
discretionary power in our laws,
ethnic considerations are very real
especially in the issue of licences.
7. Ethnic chauvinism prevails over
common nationhood, thus a Malay
from Indonesia or some other
country finds it easier to become a
Malaysian c:;itizen compared with a
non-Malay resident with more than

THEN IN ntE

'SEVENTIES, J WAS
DORMANT

..,, _..,.,~~

NOW IN THE El6HTl51 I HAVE REAWAKEN.
1

THEY CALL ME ETHNIC POLARIZATION NOW.
DO YOU THINK I'VE DI.SCOVEREP
THE SECRET OF LJFE?

20 years' residence in this country.
Frenzied support for sportsmen from
China and India (in preference to the
Malaysian team) by non-Malays also
that
chauvinism
demonstrates
prevails over nationhood .
8. Election of office-bearers in societies,
trade unions, social clubs, Associations, Professional bodies at national,
state, university and school level are
infected by the same ethnic blight.
Any foreigner immediately notices
this dominant feature of our national
life.
9. Political,
economic, social
and
religious issues are interpreted along
ethnic lines. That is why we are
always missing the wood for the
trees.
10. Government pal icies are adopted and
implemented along ethnic lines. The
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N EP is an example of an ethnocentric policy couched in palatable
phrases. The vibrations of ethnic
polarization are felt too in the private
sectors and even the homes of
Malaysians.
11. Last but not least, a government
comprising
unrepentant
ethnic
parties who are sustained by ethnic
votes is flourishing after 27 years of
poisonous politics.
In the circumstances the question
posed above becomes rhetorical, if not
facetious.

K.H.T.

Penang
Compiled by P. Ramakrishnan,
Coordinator, Public Campaigns Bureau
with the assistance of the Editorial Board.
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Letters

SHOULD YOU GET
INVOLVED IN POLITICS?
* An honest politic ian is one who, when

We _,come letters from readers. Thee letters mey be edited for purposes of space and
clarity. The views expressed may not be those of the Aliran Monthly. Pseudonyms are
accepted but all letters should include the writer's name and address.
Letters should be addressed to Editor. Aliran Monthly, P.O. Box 1049, Penang. Malaysia.

THE NATIONAL CULTURE
POLICY
A recent di rective to schools spells out the
kind of national culture we are to have. It calls
for national integration through adherence to
the National Culture Policy. The various aspects
of culture as set forth in its guidelines leaves no
doubt that it is Malay culture that is to be promoted. At this juncture one wants to ask what
happened to the oft repeated assu ranee by the
government that the national culture will be reflective of the multi-racial society that this
country has. Why this quibbling with words?
Furthermore while the debate goes on at
national level, why is the government resorting
to underhand methods of forcing its cultural
policy on schools by way of its directive? Because schools are where culture is bred? Because teachers being government servants are
bound to follow orders?
It is galling enough to be told what songs to
sing, what dances to dance, what costumes to
wear and what games to play without the added
indignation of being coerced into assimilitating
the culture of one ethnic group only.
At a time when racial polarisation is cause
for much concern, the implementation of the
one culture policy far from uniting the races
will only serve to further divide them. This is
because at the root of racial polarisation is the
fear of domination, be it political, economic or
cultural. Only a nation built on the basis of
equality can hope to be a united one. There is
more to integration than singing Rasa Sayang or
playing gasing.
Policy makers who sit in their air-conditioned boardrooms and stipulate what a national
culture should be ought to realise that a culture
is evolved, not enacted by legislation. No one
can predict the k ind of national culture we will
have in say, 50 years' time. What we can be
certain about is that there will be one. A true
culture of the country will be a mixture of all
the different ethnic cultures. We shall be the
richer for it. The Baba culture born out of the
inter-marriages between the Straits Chinese and
the Malays is a case in point. Here we have a
unique and harmon ious blend of two different
ethnic cultures.
Politicians are not necessarily the best
people to sit in judgement over what is good
and bad in culture. Indeed if they were to elect
themselves as guardians of our national culture
we will end up with having a 150 piece symphony orchestra playing Rasa Sayang (What a
waste of glorious sounds!) or showing the joget
to the world as a great dance form (how embarrasing!).
The directive on culture further states that a
foreign art such as the ballet cannot be performed in its totality but can be used to incorporate some of its elements into our modern
creative dances provided that what aspects are
used conform to the norms of the national cul ture. In the opinion of the policy makers this is
to promote the growth of creativity in arts lest
they become static. Now, it is this made-to~rder kind of arts which will not flourish
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because of the denial of artistic freedom which
is the very soul of creativity. This patch-work
art will at best only create a cultural platypus an artistic curio. A platypus with its tagged on
parts is not exactly a beautiful creature to
behold!
Restrictions on the free flowering of arts
lead to the problems of in-breeding. As in agriculture and animal husbandry . artistic in -breeding (by way of the promotion of one culture
only) produces a pure breed strain of arts suited
only for a particular demand (that of one
ethnic group) and therefore will not be responsive to the needs of the society as a whole.
What good is a national culture which does not
address itself to a nation?
The Japanese and Korean experience in cul ture should serve as a pointer. These peoples
threw aside sentiments and went to school with
the west learning the best western civilisation
could offer. Now their symphony orchestra
conductors, instrumental artists, and ballet
dancers are performing to world audiences. But
they have not lost their sense of balance and
remain very Japanese and Korean and far from
forgetting their traditional arts, they have
brought fresh impetus into their own art forms
which flourish with renewed vigour. Here is
something to learn from the Look East Policy.
The experiences of other nations and the
fact of our being a young nation afford us the
advantage of viewing the problem of culture in
its proper perspective. Why are we then going
into it with our eyes closed?

***

- Earnest
Pontian, Joho r.

DEPTH & WIT
I read witlt much interest all your (Chandra's) articles on various aspects of our national
life in Aliran monthly and in the national newspapers. Every article of yours contain so much
depth and vision, that is in a class of its own.
All the political doctrines and arguments of our
national leaders sound mediocre when compared with your well analysed views.
Before I end this letter, I also wish to convey my congratulations to En. Mustafa Anuar
for all the humorous, witty and enlightened
remarks in his 'Thinking Allowed' Column.

PR

Sidor, Perak.
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he is bought, will stay bought - Simon
Penrose * Public office is the last refuge of the in competent - Boies Penrose * Po liticians are the same all over, they
promise to build a bridge even where
there is no river - Nikita Khrushchev * Since a politician never believes what he
says, he is always aston ished when others
do - Charles De Gaulle * You cannot adopt politics as a profession and remain honest
Louis
McHenry Howe * Politics is the gentle art of getting votes
from the poor and campaign funds from
the rich, by promising to protect each
from the other - Oscar Ameringer You may not believe all the above quotations telling you how sick most people are of
politics and politicians, but these are indications that most people regard politics with a
nixture of apathy and scorn . Many even tragically accept politics as a necessary evil, and that
whatever we try to do to correct the social
diseases caused by politicians will be of no
avail. But wait a minute ..... is this view correct?
Aren't we also responsible for bad politics
and bad politicians? Isn't our lack of interest in
politics part of the problem? Aren't we, in the
ultimate analysis, the cause, the reason why
bankrupt politicians thrive?
Senator Sam Ervin , chairman of the committee that investigated the most sensational
political scandal of our time, the Watergate
affair, had this to say on the need to get involved : "If men and women of capacity refuse
to take part in politics and government, they
condemn themselves, as well as the people, to
bad government." Why do most people shy
away from politics? Part of the many reasons is
related to the fear of being arrested or just plain
indifference and laziness. Whatever the real
reasons behind this lack of interest by ordinary
people in the running of national affairs, I
believe, lack of political ,e ducation awareness
is mainly responsible for this sorry state of
affairs.
Let our people realize that "there can be no
daily democracy without daily citizenship" as
Ralph Nader once put it. After all democracy is
measured not by its leaders doing extraordinary
things but by its citizens doing ordinary things
extraordinarily well. Our democracy can be
made to work if we take an active part in the
daily business of the nation. Good government
can come only if the citizens realize that they
have a responsibility. Mohandas Gandhi said :
"Nothing we ever do is of any significance in
the long run, but it is important that we do it."
Instead of cursing the darkness, we can "light a
small candle. Remember there is not enough
darkness all over the world to put out the light
of one small candle.
Tan Hock Ang
Kuala Lumpur

UNCALLED FOR PUBLICITY
The latest international controversy Malaysia has embroiled itself in is most unnecessary,
coming so closely behind the heels of our affair
in Hong Kong over BMF.
The policy of the 2M Government or at
the Minister involved over the cancellation
,,. the goodwill visit of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra isthat Malaysia can do with all
the adverse publicity that we can get, and
more!
Let us get our priorities correct, being proPalestine and anti-Israel is not the same as being
anti-Jewish. Let us not confuse the State of
Israel with the Jews as a race and Judaism as a
religion.
Since when has Malaysia adopted an antiJewish policy? When will the police be called
upon to inspect music and record shops, for
Jewish music and musical scores? Are we going
to ban Einstein's Theory of Relativity because
it was expounded by a Jew? Let the government know that the majority of Malaysians are
not behind it on this senseless move.
Whereas Malaysia should support the cause
of Palestine, it does not mean that we should be
anti.Jewish and the sooner the so-called champions of the Palestinian cause realise this the
better it will be for all.

Ismail Hashim
Ch airman, Socialist Dem ocrati c
Party (SOP)
Penang

***
WHERE IS YOUR CHARITY,
ST. NICHOLAS?
I refer to the story "Blind woman (with
teaching career in sight) needs help. (STAR 29
Sept.)
It was reported that this person, Cik Jamilah
binti Mat, needed $800/- for a brailler and that
donations were to be sent to the Headmistress
of the St. Nicholas Home.
It is very distressing to read of st. Nicholas
appealing again to the public for more funds,
coming as it does, soon after a mammoth response from the public which recently helped to
raise more than½ million dollars. In fact, it was
reported that this response may even reach the
¾ nillion mark.
What is disturbing is that having received a
colossal sum of money from the public, St.
Nicholas should now stings over a paltry sum of
$800/- for a blind woman. Isn't the money generously donated by the public meant for the
blind and their welfare? Or is St. Nicholas
merely using the name of the blind to acquire
and accumulate wealth?
Couldn't St. Nicholas spare $800/- for this
blind woman from the more than ½ million
already collected? St. Nicholas must act responsibly, and with conscience, if it wants to
continue to champion the blind and their
welfare. We, the public, expect the money we
donate for the blind to be used for the blind not stacked away to increase the assets of the
institution, which are already phenomenal.
St. Nicholas should not grow to be greedy
and expect to thrive on public charity while
ignoring its duty to a blind woman like Cik
Jamilah. Can St. Nicholas honestly say that it is
too poor to spare $800/- for Cik Jamilah?
I'm told that the accumulated funds of this
institution is close to 2 million dollars! Come
now, St. Nicholas, how about some charity?!!
" FLABBERGASTED"

Penang.

CH I LD LABOUR
INSAN must be commended for bringing up
the issue of child labour in Malaysia. For so
long, this problem has been swept under the
carpet of the rhetorics of NEP which is
obsessed with capitalistist development and
communal redistribution of wealth. The labour
'dealers' are also to be blamed for failinll to
even highlight the plight of their memlfers
The response to the issue is significant but
only in a quantitative sense. Most of the solutions offered urge the enforcement of legislation outlawing or restricting child labour. For
most people who are unwilling to investigate
the problem in a wider socio-economic context,
law is obviously the panacea, the solution of all
solutions. Implicit in their approach is the naive
assumption that it is an isolated issue, independent of the prevailing socio-economic system.
However, if we locate our analysis within a
wider context, namely, the model of development we are adopting as an article of faith,
we will hardly be surprised that child labour,
like unemployment, inflation, poverty, income
inequality, debt bondage and militarization
occur. They are merely the logical outcome of a
development model based on the experience of
capital accumulation in 18th century Western
Europe which has been proven to be irrelevant
to present-<lay conditions in the Third World in
relation to the world economy. Today we know
the 'trickle-<lown' or 'spread effect' theory associating with capitalist development has no basis.
For empirical studies as well as analytical ones
have shown that the model creates greater injustice in the long run.
Isn't it time to rethink the basis of our development model in the light of the child labour
problem rather than closing one eye and
treating it as if it is an isolated case? Don't
forget too, Selanchar Empat, the Thean Teik
Estate incident, electronic factories, rural landlessness and poverty are still pressing issues yet
to be solved in their totality.
Again, Syabas, INSAN!

***

Thomas
Melbourne

LEAD BY EXAMPLE.SERVICE
TO THE NATION!
Until September 1983 I was working in
Kuala Lumpur. Then I came to Holland to sort
out my thoughts. I left my employer as I discovered that the company had not paid the
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employees' E.P.F. contributions for a period of
2 years. The matter ~as then brought to the
notice of the E.P.F. department in Petaling
Jaya in January 1983. After constant followups the department agreed to investigate.
A year went by and when I found that no
action was taken on the employers, several
letters were written from this end. In those
letters I asked the E.P.F. department to clarify
its area of responsibility. As to be expected, not
a reply has been received to date. In short the
best way to solve the problem is to avoid the
problem. And if this is leading by example and
service to the nation, I wonder what's next?
Surely an E.P.F. member has a right to
enquire about his own contributions!

***

Allan Chin
Holland

Work of MPs
An essential way through which political
parties can serve the rakyat is through the
work of their MP's. If members of Parliament
carry out their duties properly then political
parties would have gone a long way towards
serving the rakyat.
But the prevailing performance of many of
our MPs in Parliament leaves one to seriously
suspect that this is not the case.
Witness for instance absenteeism on the part
of MPs when Parliament is in session. Or
sleeping during parliamentary debates despite
the various privileges of a member of Parliament. At the same time one reads of the many
occasions when government back-benchers
walk-out of the lower house in order to effect a
lack of quorum when opposition MPs are
speaking. The impression one gets from such
behaviour is that in Parliament opposing
arguments are not listened to.
With such conduct public opinion will have
to be that the primary concern of MPs is not
service to the people but service to their own
interests. It is probably a good idea to have all
newly elected MPs in future undergo a course
to prepare them for the important functions of
a people's representative.
Given the above situation it has to be concluded that there is a real lack of effective
deliberation in Parliament. Yet Parliament is
supposed to exist so that there may be effective
deliberation on issues of concern.
Concerned

Kuala Lumpur
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Crisis

Modern man
at Crossroads

M

any people would by now have
been introduced to warnings and
prophecies of an impending doom which
will soon cast its shadow over the whole
world . We are warned of this by
adherents of various re! igions who refer
to prophecies written in their holy
scriptures to buttress their case as well as
by mystics, a relatively well-known one
of which was the French man Michelle de
Nostradamus who is supposed to have
predicted accurately among other things,
the assassination attempt on Pope John
Paul 11 at the Vatican and the person and
actions of Hitler. His was a prediction for
thermo-nuclear war in about 1996 but
after which would be a long period of
peace.
At the same time one also encounters
proclamations by people whose training
has been in the field of social sciences
that we are at a cross-road; that human
history has now arrived at a momentous
stage on the eve of a great change in
consciousness, and a change of which we
are capable.
In visible terms such warnings or
indications for the future may perhaps be
witnessed in occurences such as counterculture movements that revolt against
established norms, the breakneck pace of
the nuclear arms race, the deteriorati_on
of social fabric as manifested in mounting
poverty, hunger and crime as well as
increasingly evident homelessness of the
human spirit, the deterioration of the
natural environment and bf course the
resurgence of interest in traditional
religions in both East and West.
Leaving aside the question of literal
accuracy, we stand to lose in no way
whatever if we take cue from these
prognostications and reflect upon the
present human state. The conclusions of
our self-reappraisal should then alter or
maintain as the case may be, our attitudes
and mode of living.
To my mind the most important
aspect of the present human condition
that must be reflected upon is the
separation and alienation between the
inner being and the outer being of Man;
between instinctual wisdom on the one
hand and rational wisdom on the other,
between spirit and matter, between
contimplation on Existence and scientific
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research on existence, between the
Transcendent and the temporal. In fact
one has the feeling that the root of
modern day problems (the ecological
crises, the arms race, the relentless pursuit
of wealth and power etc.) lies in the very
alienation just alluded to, and it is a pity
that the materialist development pursued
by nations in their national planning, and
the form of advancement pursued by
individuals in their ambitions, make it
increasingly difficult to bridge that gap
in human consciousness between the
inner and the outer being.
Because of our lack of ability to relate
terrestrial existence to the entirety of
existence, the transcendence of all on
earth and our partaking of it, the
inevitable consequence has been the
abuse of the natural environment by our
species, a species that has grown accustomed to viewing itself as controller and
moulder ~f the future - a demi-god. In,
our overweening confidence we have
developed a forgetfulness of our inner
being that must necessarily be wedded
to the rest of existence and which is thus
eternal. In our forgetfulness and capacity
to both transform appearances on the
face of the earth and to rationalise our
presence in the world we have deluded
ourselves into ignorance of an eternal
core to our being. As a result there is
little compunction about ecological
damage just as there is little guilt about
the self-centredness of personal ambitions
of career for the glory of material wealth
and the excitement of business manipulations .
Seyyed Hossein Nasr in his book Islam
and the Plight of Modern Man has this to
say of the present human predicament:
"It is a symptom of the mentality of
modern man that the deep spiritual crisis
which has been causing the very roots of
his soul gradually to wither away had to
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come to his attention through a crisis
within the physical environment . ....
But very few have realised that the
pollution ·of the environment is no more
than the after-effect of a pollution of the
human soul which came into being the
moment Western man decided to play
the role of Divinity upon the surface of
the earth and chose to exclude the
transcendent dimension from his life"
It is indeed sad to note that Third World
governments have found it so easy to
accept in its totality the mode of progress
pioneered by the West "the moment
Western man decided to play the role of
Divinity", seemingly oblivious to the
danger that what is progress in one sense
is also self-dissipation in another.
Obediently, many Third World citizens
have also taken after their respective
materialist governments in their quest
for progress, and by implication , a
spiritual cul-de-sac.
The necessary question in any piece of
reflection on the spiritual problems of
modernisation is how then does - or
indeed can· - science relate in a useful
manner to Man. S.H. Nasr suggests the
answer is yes and I would tend to agree
with him. But there is a condition; that
"scientific research into the nature of
man can possess a constructive relationship to the universal and perennial ways
of knowing man only if it realises its
own limitations and does not seek to
transgress them" . His assertion is that we
must recognise that science represents
only a particular way of knowing things
and is therefore worthless if considered
a source of knowledge. It does not take
much to realise that this is as it should be,
for knowledge, or more precisely the
things that are, has always been there
long before scientific thought ever
became characteristic in the mind of Man.
When one begins to view science in this
manner it becomes evident why it is so
antithetical to the essential state of Man
when technology the action arm of
science, is used by Man himself through
industry to control and direct his
existence by transforming people into the
needs of industry, mere consumptive
units without whom industry would fail
and who therefore have to exist to maintain industrial concerns. One in fact also

begins to see that commercial advertisements that tempt the consumptive
tendencies of people constitute ultimately
a grave insult to humanity. Needless to
Sdy, to think of increasing populations
· ,- the sake of industrialisation which
ultimately serves false human purposes, is
a sad example of warped modern istic
thinking.
For all its potential negativity science
does have its positive aspects among
which is its capacity to bring Man closer
to an understanding of himself. On the
one hand science has given Man the
ability to consider orientating the living
matter, and therefore the characteristics
of humans in the laboratory, hence
rendering obsolete any theory on the
origins of life that incorporates the
transcendental. Yet on the other hand,
as Dr. Maurice Bucaille cites in his book
What is the origin of Man?, "experimental
science is normally the first step toward
the contemplative life". It is not only in
the life sciences that we have cases of
researchers being overtaken by the
complexity and yet orderly nature of life
to the effect that from being unbelievers
in the Transcendental they have begun to
sense the presence of some unseen
organising force in nature. Physics now
suggests to us that as we break matter
into
increasingly
minute
fragments
reaching finally the subatomic world we
do not in fact encounter material
substance. Instead of observing substance
we encounter dynamic patterns continually changing into one another - a
continuous dance of energy.
The significance of this observation in
subatomic existence, a level of existence
which underlies both objects and our own
physical bodies and flesh, is its suggestion
that everything is related to everything
else by inter-relating energy patterns.
While classical physics does not allow us
to arrive at such observations, "quantum
theory reveals a basic oneness of the
universe. It shows that we cannot divide
the world into independently existing
smal I units . . . " and that " ... another
important insight of atomic physics has

been the realisation that this cosmic web
of relations includes the human observer
and his or her consciousness in ._an
essential way."
(The Schumacher
Lectures, Abacus 1982, Chapter V
Buddhist Physics, page 131) Indeed the
unity of existence is emphasised by the
following verses from the Bhagavad Gita
(XVlll,20-22)

When one sees Eternity in things
that pass away and Infinity in finite
things, then one has pure knowledge.
But if one merely sees the diversity
of things, with their divisions and
limitations, then one has impure
knowledge.
And if one selfishly sees a thing
as if it were everything, independent
of the ONE and the many, then one
is in the darkness of ignorance.

In a similar vein of harmony between
science and the transcendent, Dr. Maurice
Bucaille - himself a medical practitioner
who at age fifty learned Arabic in order
to thoroughly understand the original
text of the Ouran and who has closely
studied the Scriptures - suggests to us

that if the Scriptures are understood in
the correct light then on the eternal
question of the origin of Man there is
in fact harmony between religion and
science and not conflict.
If we accept a certain transcendent
Unity in all of existence then immediately there are implications in the daily
I ives of everyone. It becomes totally
logical and natural for there to be love,
compassion and kindness not only in
human relationships but also in Man's
relationship with the environment. It
is this unity in our existence that makes it
imperative to act in opposition to social
evil. It is this unity in our existence that
makes it a duty to struggle against
oppression and injustice. It is this unity in
our existence that calls us to action on
the side of the voiceless. And it is also
this unity that defies the importance of
worldly weal th and power. In the process
hopefully we may finally find our inner
being, a being wedded to the unseen•
Tong Veng Wye

The challenge is not simply economic; at stake is the survival of free societies.
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Viewpoint

Parties or Public
Interest Societies?
Johan Saravanamuttu

W

e are often told that healthy
democratic systems depend on
the existence of mass-based political
parties. In the jargon of po! itical scientists,
parties
perform
the
all-important
functions of interest aggregation, articulation and political recruitment. Or, in
plain language, they are the purveyors of
po! itical preferences and societal needs
besides serving as the stamping ground for
leaders. Indeed, it would seem that in
parliamentary systems, whatever the hue,
parties are sine qua non, and the only
legitimate avenue and source of political
action and contest.
But are they? And, more particularly,
have they really been the necessary and
sufficient conditions of democratic I ife?
Even more importantly, what have
political parties achieved as opposed to
public interest societies in this country?
In what follows, I propose to evaluate if somewhat harshly - the role of parties
thus far in Malaysia and juxtapose this
with the potential of pub! ic interest
societies.

Malaysian polltlcal
parties are ethnic
mobilisers.
It has become commonplace to remark
that Malaysian po! itical parties - with
few exceptions - are ethnic mobilisers.
Largely due to a lack of vision on the part
of our leaders at the time of Independence and persistent myopia since then,
this role of parties has become institutionalised. Now, all of a sudden, our
Ministers appear aghast at the level of
ethnic polarisation. The hollow attempts
of the government to now belatedly
rectify the Frankenstein monster of their
own creation will, alas, be doomed,
especially when ethnic parties is the stuff
of which the government is composed!
In short, the ruling parties have failed
in their historic role of addressing the
Number One problem of Malaysian
political life. The opposition parties have
fared no better since they have never
taken power and in the very contest for
it, they are forced to play the ethnic
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game.
To compound matters, Malaysian
political parties have become factionridden. It is a sign of maturity, some say
- but this is certainly not the maturity
we need! Indeed the supposed merit of
the party system is in its institutionalising
inter-ethnic conflict to an intricate and
high level of sophistication . All that is left
for the increasingly corrupt politicians to
do is to jockey for power and build
empires within their own parties. Sadly,
through factional ism, Malaysian po! itical
parties are undermining their own
credibility and detracting from their
primary role as purveyors of public
opinion . When intra-party in-fighting
becomes rife, the important social issues
of the day are bound to take a backseat
at party conventions, or in pr.ogrammes .
Yet another failing of Malaysian
political parties is their inability to
provide the electorate with meaningful
and viable alternative social programmes .
The saliency of ethnicity and now,
religious appeals, have detracted parties
from a genuine search for social alternatives in policies and action premised upon
the creation of a multicultural, forwardlooking society.
Having said all this, one can come but
to one sobering conclusion: our political
parties at this present epoch of Malaysian
political life have become politically
bankrupt. They have performed par
excellence as paragons of ethnic or plural
politics but concomitantly have failed
miserably in providing new and progressive directions for Malaysian life.
Fortunately - and, perhaps because of
this - Malaysian public interest societies
are well and thriving - a balm to a sick
party system. Their role is still incipient
but al ready the strong arm of government
(which thrives on the party system just
described) has already acted as if to quash
them . I refer to the dastardly Societies
Act of 1981 which was aimed at emasculating the role of public interest societies.
Happily, this thinly disguised move of the
government was stemmed in one of the
more salutary developments yet of Malaysian politics wherein, literally, hundreds
of societies rose up to oppose and
eventually debunk the Act.
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There are many areas in which pu b :
interest societies could play an importa·
role in Malaysian life. Already we ha ~
some of the most active public inter::.:societies in the Southeast Asian reg ior
consumer, environmental and he.rights issues. Pub I ic interest soc
which champion women's issues are ~
beginning to make an impact. I C= there are at least two new areas i" pub! ic interest societi es may a - - :galvanise Malaysians into -s.:;wholesome and edifying activ;, ~
One general area is in corr - _help and education in rela ·o- natal, post-natal and pre-schoc
These are largely undevel opec =-- would learn on becomin g a ::.::·-=pre-natal questions, for exa-:: quite a few groups have ta Ebreast feeding issue, few na =
venture into more funda me~~
tive systems and educati on ·r -pregnancy and birth. Most pa·=--to the mercy of either in co-::-=-bureaucrati.c governmenta l ins: - - the inordinately expensi ve i' ::·:but humanly cold mea ::c
spawned by private enterpr·x
much room for 'pub! ic in::c·-;;,.
here.
The post-natal situation "::·
families is also miserabl e, par:::_
the low income stratum. Tre ·=
no adequate provision for :--day care centres catering ::
parents, for instance. Neec ';s:;
legislation on matern ity -~ rights are totally archa ic. - ;c
'public interest' work is ne2::=
be carried out here. Tn;;
situation is relatively well C-? ':
one senses that the systerr :.::-to the middle and upper c ~
is undertaken by profit-o'
prises. Pub I ic interest socie- ~ _
a role in setting up co ;;-:- pressuring the govern meri: ~sector to improve the prese-situation .
The second major area wh icr
like to suggest for 'public interes: _
relates to nuclear energy and nuc s::·
Most Malaysians are unconcernec perturbed by the arms race.

=-

=-

i

1974

•Protocol to ABM Treaty reduces
ABM sites to one per country.
•Threshold Test Ban Treaty prohibits underground nuclear- weapons tests having a yield exceeding 150 kilotons. (Neither side has
ratified the treaty, but both sides
follow it in practice.)
•At Vladivostok, the. superpow,
ers agree to a framework for
SALT 11, limiting each side to
2,400 delivery systems and a subtotal of 1,320 multiple-warhead
(MIRV) systems.

1975

STRATEGIC WARHEADS:

@ United State& 6,7$0
~ Sovietun,1on 3;~90

Today some US$800 billion are spent
ann ually on procuring arms while the
U.N.'s yearly budget is equivalent to
about only one day of this senseless
spending . It almost seems as if the world
community has perversely reversed its
priority on war and peace. Ours is truly a
terrifying world poised precipitously on
the brink of nuclear holocaust. Along
Nith the unprecedented arms race is a
::iarallel unprecedented level of peace
11ovement activity, particularly in Europe
3nd the U.S. To name but a few, these
11ovements include the C.N.D. (Campaign
'or Nuclear Disarmament) of Britain and
:he Freeze Campaign and Ground Zero
11ovements of the U.S.
However, Third World responses to the
1uclear issue are few and far in between.
believe in Southeast Asia, there are only
'.h e Nuclear-Free Philippines Coalition
3ssociated with the anti-U.S. bases move-rient and the Nuclear-Free Pacific move"'7 ent to which Sahabat Alam Malaysia
s associated.
Interestingly, "Papan" has brought to
·rie fore the nuclear issue for Malaysia ns,
,emonstrating the general harmfulness of
-u clear energy to mankind w hatever the
::lvocates of nuclear energy may cite in
:s defence. Indeed, some circles suggest
1at the Malaysian govern ment may be
sh ooting' for a nuclear deterrent (read,
uclear weapon) at some future date,
hich explains its present obsession with
1orium hydroxide despite ample alter-a tive energy sources existent in the
Juntry.

Most Malaysians are
unconcerned or
unperturbed by the
arms race.
Curiously, our Foreign Minister has
also recently called for a nuclear-free
ASEAN based on ZOPFAN, a major
plank of Malaysia's foreign policy since
1970. Whatever its motives, Malaysians
should begin to keep their government
honest on this issue. (Incidentally, not a
single party responded to the Foreign
Minister's announcement.)
In the light of the foregoing, I believe
much 'public interest' work is wanting in
Malaysia to promote nuclear energy and
war awareness with the prospect of
linking up with
peace movements
throughout the world.
Thus, to return to our initial juxtaposition of parties and public interest
societies and their role in Malaysia, my
hunch is that the potential for pub I ic
interest societies is by far superior without prejud ice to the role some progressive
parties could marginal ly play in electoral
politics. I would add the caveat that this
assessment hinges on two big assumptions, viz ..
1. Malaysian public interest societies do
not become embro il ed in rivalries
among themselves to the extent t hat
they become divorced from their
original aims or even descend to the
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leve l of bickering evident among
parties; and
2. Malaysian public interest societies are
able to move into those areas of
endeavour which concern the underrepresented, dis possessed and working
masses of the country while at the
same time eschewing communal issues.
Ultimately, the value of public interest
societies and their historic mission lie in
their ability and creativity in attending to
the problems of ordinary people in
consonance with the aspirations of
society at large•
Guest writer , Dr. Saravanamuttu is a lecturer
with Universiti Sains Malaysia .

Third World distress:
child victim of famine in Uganda
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Islam

Seniman Islam:
Apakah Peranannya?

A

pakah sesebuah karya seni perlu
jelas bersifat keagamaan - yakni
keagamaan seperti yang lazim difahami sebelum ianya dapat diterima sebagai
seni Islam? Contoh yang baik ialah sen i
Khat. Tentunya, seni lukis Islam tidak
terbatas pada seni Khat sahaja.
Sesungguhnya, has il seni yang memberi erti kepada makna Tauhid (kesatuan
atau keesaan Tu han) serta kepada
peranan manusia selaku Khalifah Allah
diterima sebagai sen i
tentu
dapat
keislaman. Tauhid bukan sahaja terbatas
kepada pengakuan tentang keesaan Tuhan
tetapi
juga
mencakupi
peneri maan
bahawa kuasa dan kekayaan, individu
dan negara, keluarga dan masyarakat
adalah di bawah kuasa Tuhan. Tauhid
juga bererti mengakui kesatuan semua
manusia, atau ummah, dan kesatuan
u mmah dengan alam . Seterusnya , ia juga
adalah kesatuan ha! yang batiniyyah
dengan yang lahiriah, roh dan jasad, serta
kesatuan dunia dan akhirat. lanya juga
berhubung dengan peneri maan akan
kesatuan nilai-nila i yang harus membimbing kehidupan diri seseorang dan
masyarakat.
Menjadi Khalifah Allah bukan setakat
melafazkan dua kalimah syahadat bu kan setakat taat bersembahyang, atau
berpuasa, atau membayar zakat atau
menunaikan fardu haji. Apa yang lebih
penting ialah menterjemahkan lunas-lunas
Tauhid kepada kenyataan melalui amalanamalan makruf.
Dengan itu, seseorang yang, melalui
seninya, berusaha mendedahkan kegilaan
kuasa , atau rebutan kekayaan yang tak
terbatas sehingga menganiayakan orang
miskin, atau menyingkapkan rasuah,
tamak haloba dan keruntuhan moral,
ianya ialah seorang seni man keislaman.
Serupalah juga, jika seseorang yang,
melalui muzik dan lukisannya, berupaya
mengi nsafkan
masyarakat
ten tang
kemiskinan, penipuan, eksplo itasi dan
penindasan, ianya juga adalah seorang
seniman keislaman . Selanjutnya, para
penyair dan dramatis yang membantah
pemusnahan alam sekitar juga menunjukkan si kap keislaman. Sama ju ga dengan
para penul is yang mendedahkan kejahatan, tinda k-tandu k fahaman fanat ik dan
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chauvinisme . Mereka sebenarnya menghayati suruhan Islam . Maka, dari ini,
bo lehlah di simpulkan baha wa senimanseniman ini adalah Kha lifah Allah bertindak atas landasan Tauhid.
Konsep seniman Islam yang begini
nyatalah merujuk kepada manusia sejagat
dan mencakupi bukan saja usaha orang
Muslim bahkan juga yang bukan Muslim .
Waiau pun begitu, tidak semestinya
seorang seniman Muslim itu adalah
seorang sen i man keislaman. Seperti itu
juga, tidak semestinya seorang seniman
yang bukan Muslim secara otomatis
tersisih dari arena seni keislaman . Kerana,
sesungguhnya apa yang perlu diambil -kira
ialah samada niat, tujuan dan sifat yang
terkandung dalam hasil seni itu menepat i
idea kesatuan Tuhan dan manusia sebagai
Khalifah-Nya di bumi .
Kenapakah seni Islam, lazimnya, tidak
dilihat dari kaca mata begini? Kenapakah
seni Islam dilihat dengan ukuran yang
sempit, ekskl usif dan dangkal? Untu k
menjawabnya, kenalah kita menjawab
kenapa amalan Islam, keseluruhannya di
tahap sejarah ketika ini, berkisar pada
amnya pada upacara-upacara ritualistik,
lambang-lambang dan ciri -ciri lahiriah
sahaja - dikuasai oleh bentuk (form) dan
permukaan saja. Sebab-sebabnya :
• Pertama,
penaklukan
kuasa luar,
pemusnahan pusat-pusat keilmuan dan
penguasaan berkuru n-kurun oleh kuasa kuasa
penjajah
yang
membenteras
semangat penyel idi kan bebas yang terdapat pada dunia Islam di peringkat awal.
Islam yang berkemba ng semasa dan
selepas zaman penjajahan adalah bercorak
konservatif
dan
tertu mpu
kepada
mengekalkan identitinya yang eksk lu sif.
• Kedua, pembelengguan perkembangan
intelek di kalangan masyarakat Islam oleh
para ulama yang konservatif, berorientasikan teologi dan ghairah dengan tafsiran
ajaran Ouran dan Sunnah yang sempit,
membuatkan orang-orang Islam lebih bergantung kepada u lama-u lama lantas membengkalai kan usaha-u saha intelektual.
• Ketiga, kegagalan pihak cerd ik pandai
Islam
yang
bukan
ulama,
dalam
mengambil peranan sebagai pemimpin
untuk mewujudkan suatu pendekatan
yang progres if dan universal. Mereka
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sering terlalu terpikat oleh nila -Barat dan seterusnya sangsi kan a;;::
atau jahil akan nilai-nilai dan fa 5cagama.
• Keempat, wujudnya golonga n CE
rintah yang parastik, dalam keban
masyarakat Islam di masa lampau , =
lebih su ka me mbiarkan rakyat rre·::
miskin, jahil dan but a huru f s1.,::.=
mereka dapat terus bersena ng-lc- =
dengan kuasa dan keagungan di ri ser :
Ketidakadi Ian sosial yang wuju d b2;
ketara mempcrlembabkan perke mba- intelektual masyarakat Islam d i rr e·=
rata.
• Kelima, kuasa pemerintah yan g b2:
menyeluruh hari ini, sehingga mer2oc
bidang-bidang intelektual , budaya __
seni masyarakat, serta hasratnya r-::.
mengekal kan
cengkamannya
dcmemberatkan peranan lambang-la rr ::::
dan upacara di kalangan rakyat. A K :
nya, agama tidak muncul sebaga i
yang membawa pembebasan, yan g --::
bangkitkan rakyat menuntut kea:::
dan membe la maruah .
• Keenam, keadaan bertambah b- _
dengan wujudnya sistem pemasara n =
berkuasa membataskan perke mba - _
idea-idea. Pemikiran progresif di a;;::
seni dan budaya lembab ber ke r--::..:oleh kerana pemasa ra n lebih men yo·:
idea- idea
yang
boleh
mengeka
kedudukan utama modal dan keun tu- ;:.=.
Secara tidak langsung, sikap begin i r-::
bantu mengeka lkan nilai-nilai konse~ =
da la m Islam.
• Sel ain dari itu, sikap perkau mar _
disalurkan melalui Islam di nega ra
khususnya,
juga
telah
men ghE =
tum-buhnya
suatu
pendekata n
prog resif dan sejagat bagi agama s =
Sel agi tidak memb ia k pendekatar "
progres if lagi universal, sen i keis sakan kekal dengan bentu knya yan;;
sekarang - terbawa-bawa den gar
dengan
penge rfc;- keagam aann ya
ya ng eksklusif dan dangkal. Faedar : keislaman yang begini, kepada keh ·c_ rakyat, amatlah kecil sekali . Sen·-=.
sen i man yang berpaut kep ada traa s
seolah -olah
mengkhianati
kedu::;_
mereka sebagai Kha! ifah All ar
seterusnya menyalah-fahami Tauh ic .

=

0

=

Apakah jalan keluarnya"
capai pendekatan ajaran s a~ a ;i
progresif dan universa , peusaha bersama memar>a · enga~ ,.,.,er dalam falsafah Islam, n· a1-n· a Is a,.,., oan
pandangan semesanya. 1:Ysa""oing itu
mesti
wujud juga suatJ <e1ng·nan
menimba ilmu pengetaf-iua secc:va <reatif
dari sumber-su mber la·n. n:e,e< rriasya rakat Islam harus d. gera< <an semul a
melalui interaks i yang akt"f dengan
tamadun-tamadun lain. Rintangan politik
dan ekonomi yang menghalang kenyataan
Tauhid, hanya dapat dihapuskan sekiranya
orang-orang
Muslimin
bersedia
membuka pintu hatinya pada dunia.
Demikianlah juga, manusia tidak akan
terupaya menjadi Khalifah Allah yang
sebenar selagi kita tidak mempunyai ilmu
pengetahuan
untuk
membebaskan
manusia dari semua gejala-gejala sosial
yang kini merendahkan martabat manusia
sebagai manusia.
Akan tetapi, cita-cita kita ini tidak
akan tercapai sekiranya pembezaan setiap
ilmu pengetahuan dan kegiatan, dari segi
berkeislaman dan bukan berkeislaman,
dib iarkan berterusan. Di samping gelaran
seni Islam misalnya, kita juga kini sibuk
menyatakan sains Islam, perubatan Islam,
politik Islam, ekonomi Islam dan antropologi
Islam . Walaupun pembezaan
seperti ini adakalanya bersesuaian dalam
bidang-bidang tertentu, adalah silap membuat rangkuman bagi setiap bidang ilmu
pengetahuan.
Membahagi-bahagikan ilmu pengetahuan begini hanya berjaya menghalang
komunikasi dan interaksi. la juga mengakibatkan tanggapan bahawa di antara
bidang-bidang ilmu ada yang lebih sah
dari yang lain. lni tak dapat tidak akan
melemahkan orang-orang Muslim dari
membuka hatinya kepada idea-idea yang
mungkin membawa manfaat kepada
mereka sendiri . Dalam jangka panjang,
akibatnya ialah kebekuan perkembangan
intelektual.
Sebenarnya, kita sendiri pun tidaklah
begitu pasti sama ada pembezaan begini
adalah benar-benar sah. Kerana seperti
kata pemikir Islam ternama, Sayyid
Jamaluddin al-Afghani, "Yang paling
menghairankan ialah bahawa ulamak kita
sekarang
telah
membahagikan sains
kepada 2 bahagian. Yang satu mereka
gelar sains Islam dan yang satu lagi sains
Eropah. Kerana ini mereka melarang
orang lain mengajar setengah daripada
sains yang berguna.
. . Kebenaran
adalah di mana adanya pembuktian, dan
mereka yang menegah sains dan pengetahuan dengan
kepercayaan bahawa
mereka sedang mempertahankan agama
Islam adalah musuh agama ini yang
sebenarnya ".
Daripada membeza-bezakan pengetahuan berdasarkan kategori Islam dan
bukan Islam , kita harus menumpu perhati an kepada cabaran yang lebih pent in g
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s part of the usual study club
sessions during the last quarter,
several discussions were held in Penang
and Kuala Lumpur on Women and Islam
in preparation for the Forum on Women
and Religion. On 1st November the
Penang Study Club held a session on the
Penang Island Structure Plan led by guest
speaker, Joselyn Tan. Although the
attendance was poor, many useful ideas
and suggestions were put forward in the
discussion.
The highlights in our activities over the
past 3 months were the Annual Merdeka
Dinner, the Forum and the first Dialogue
of Concern.
Aliran's Merdeka Dinner was held on
3-9-84 at the Fortuna Restaurant with an
attendance of al most 1,000 guests and
friends. Tan Sri Dr. Tan Chee Khoon
was bestowed the Outstanding Malaysian
Award for 1984 and he spoke on the
need for dissent in Malaysian society. His
acceptance speech was warmly applauded . Dr. Chandra Muzaffar's address to the
audience on th e subject of 'Politics,
Power and Money' also drew positive
response. Unfortunately the dinner was
somewhat marred by problems with the
P.A. system in the restaurant.
On September 9th at Station Hotel,
Kuala Lumpur, Aliran held its inaugural
Meeting in a series of dialogues with
public interest groups and political
parties. Representatives from 10 groups
were present and contributed to a wideranging discussion on the subject of
Corruption in this country. Although the
component
parties of the Barisan
National were invited, none of them sent
representatives.
A
Declaration
was
adopted at the end of the discussion
dealing with the causes and character of
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corruption in Malaysia and proposing
some effective remedies. It was agreed at
this meeting that the next Dialogue will
be in about 4 months' time on the theme
of Poverty.
A sketch on Nuclear War was put up
by the Alternative Culture section on 5th
October 1984. Though the performance
was not top-class, there was good
audience participation in the subsequent
discussion on nuclear war .
In early October, the Children's
Education Programme in Kuala Lumpur
launched an Art and Craft course for
children on Sundays and extending over
3 months. At present about 20 children
are enrolled in this course. It is hoped
that with more taking part, the fees can
be considerably lowered so as to be
affordable by lower-income children.
The Forum on Women and Religion
held on 20th October at Rumah Universiti, Pantai Valley was a real success with
a good multi -ethnic attendance, mostly
women. Nearly all the speakers advocated
a progressive re-interpretation of religion
guided by basic spiritual values and taking
into account the modern situation. On
the whole, there was a consensus that
while specific rules and regu lations in
various religions discriminated against
women, religious core values and principles emphasize the oneness of humankind.

Our membership continues to increase
at a modest rate with 6 new members
joining us during the last quarter. The
total membership now stands at 113.
Our eighth Annual General Meeting
(AGM) will be held on the 16th December 1984.
Gan Teik Chee
Assistant Secretary

orang Muslim) - daripada rantai penindasan dan pencerohohan.

PABLO

PICASSO,

Cuemica (193i).

iaitu membebaskan golongan misk in
dan papa di Dunia ketiga - (seba hagian
besar daripada nya terd iri da ripada orang-
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Dalam
menghadapi tanggu ngjawab
yang mencabar ini, seniman mempunyai
peranan yang istimewa. Dia harus cuba
memperdalamkan
kesedaran
manusia
ten ta ng ketidakadi Ian yang dihadapi
mereka. Dalam melaksanakan tanggungjawab ini, seniman akan menjadi insan
yang berperikemanus iaan . Melalui cara
ini lah dia dapat membukti kan kerohaniannya kerana A ll ah•
{R in gka san k e rta s k erj a yang d ibe ntangkan·olih
Dr. Chand ra Muzaffar di sem inar kesen ia n Isla m
di K u a la Lu m pu r , anju r an D ewan Ba hasa d an
Pustak a da n Persat u an Pe n ul is Ma lay sia ( PE NA)
pada bu lan Ogos 1 9 84)
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Books

Palestine and the Gulf

Edited by Rashid Khalidi and
Camile Mansour.
Beirut:
Institute for Palestine
Studies, 1982.

T

hese essays, originally presented at an
!PS-sponsored seminar in November
1981 , provide some useful perspectives
and information on both the Palestine
question and the Gulf, but succeed only
occasionally in demonstrating much
linkage between the two .
Mohammed al-Rummaihi of Kuwait
Uni ve rs ity offers some provocative
insights regarding the potential impact on
Gulf politics of the large Palestinian
populat ion residing there.
Rashid Khalidi togently examines
Soviet interests and objectives toward the
region vis-a-vis US policy initiatives and
concludes that in the 1980s the Soviets
have supplanted their call for "Arab
solidarity on an anti-imperialist basis"
with a more modest search for a "broad
Arab front including both radical and
moderate elements."
Elias Shoufani offers an excellent analysis of Israel's response to Reagan administration designs for pulling the Gulf
states into a "strategic consensus". In
presenting how Israel seeks to maintain
an exclusive role in Washington's strategic
·designs for the region, Shoufani also
underscores Israel's predominant weight
in the regional balance of power.

Just how the Palestinian movement
might overcome Israel's force of arms is
suggested by Robert Pranger of Washington's conservative American Enterprise
Institute. He advises the PLO to tie its
future to the leadership of Cairo and
Riyadh: they will effectively lobby
Washington to force Israel to withdraw
from the occupied te rritories, where a
Palestinian state can then be set up .
Just exactly where this logic can get
the Palestinians, emerged in the su~mer
of 1982. The Israeli invasion and the
Arab states' response leaves Pranger's
argument, and indeed the impl icit theme
of the book, in need of substantial
reformulation•

Nobel Peace Prize:
Peace or Politics?

O

f all the Nobel prizes , the Peace
Prize is undoubtedly the most
controversial, largely because its conota tion has been the most political. Critics of
the Peace Prize argue that it has a decided
preference for peace as defined by the
great capitalist powers and a transparent
bias against the latter's political nemesis socialism .
Tony Gray, author of 'the book Champions of Peace, describes for example the
1906 Peace Prize winner Theodore
Roosevelt as ''an imperialist who believed
that peace can best be secured by domination by the Great Powers". A long line
of recipients with similar virtues shows
that the Nobel political tradition has
endured.
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The choice of Lech Walesa as last
year's Peace Prize winner resurrected the
age-old controversy that had been
muffled by the Nobel awards' considerable prestige . The Polish government loud ly complained that "(the prize) was used
as an instrument in an anti-Polish, antisocialist game. The decision of the Nobel
prize committee has an unequivocal political nature".
Walesa has become the darling of
Ronald Reagan and the Western European capitalist governments. All improbable champions of workers' rights, they
have hailed Walesa as a working class hero
for a very simple reason. Walesa 's aim of
undermining Polish socialism with the aid
of the Catholic church has hardly been a
secret .
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Peace Prize for War Makers
The irony surrounding the Peace p, =
is captured by its list of recipients . O":
peace winners from 1901 to 1975 ::_
were military men or politicians w ho r=
played leading roles in their govern merimperialist policies .
These include two U.S. pres iderWoodrow Wilson and Theodore Ro::
velt; Japan's former Prime Mir oEisako Sato; West Germany's forrChancel lor Wi 11 i Brandt; and 10-:
French Premier, Aristide Briand.
All recipients, except three, we re" -=
imperialist countries, mainly frorr U.S. and Western Europe. Am on~ exceptions was Soviet dissident Ar:
Sakharov. Al I these years - more tr::
quarter of a century - only three t =and three women have been awarde:: Peace Prize.
Perhaps the most contrme-recipient was Henry Kissinger wh o sr::
the 1973 Peace Prize with Le Due T r:
North Vietnam. Kissinger played a
role in the destruction of lnd o:r
which left millions of Vietnamese dee:
maimed and vast agr icultural lands==
tated.
Le Due Tho declined the pr ==
protest, the only one to have dor:c
because there was no peace in V ie;:r=that time. He quite obviousl y o:
want to share the "honour" w :singer on the basis of principles.
Ironically, it was the same yecKissinger engineered the cou p ·r =
which toppled the popular ly =.:.
government of Presiden t Sc Allende . The coup resulted in a :
bath that victimized thousan ds :leans including Allende himse lf.
Then there was General Gee·;=
shal I, the 1953 recipient, wh o :
the biggest army in the wor ld. - -=
sparked sharp criticisms inte'rc::
At the awarding ceremon y 'r :
dents rioted in the streets \\ :1inking Marshall with Hi rosh ·~= ~
gasaki.
Marshal I was also the arcr ==anti-communist crusade in
World War 11. His pal itiCc _,,_
brainchild - the Marsha ll Plar the neo-fascist regime of <:r
nauer of West German y a":: :
wipe out the progress ive =·= movement in Western Euroce

=-·=

'Survival of the Fittest'
Elihu Root, the 19 12 - =-awardee was U.S. Secretar,
Secretary of State unce·

-a:: a -=--= - :-2 ·.a·
aga inst Spa·n aro ~-e ~ -J~as: o" Cuoa
, _

ri

e . P

ot

and t he Ph"I pp nes. Tne "al o ving quote
captu res his concept of peace:
"The law of the survival of the fittest
led inevitably to the survival and predominance of the men who were effective in
war and who loved it because they were
effective. War was the avenue to al I that
men desired. Food, wives, a place in the
sun, freedom from restraint and oppression, wealth of comfort, wealth of
luxury, respect, honour, power, control
over others, were sought and attained by
fighting .. ... .. "
The 1962 peace awardee, Gustave
Stresemann of Germany urged, before the
defeat of Germany in World War I,
unrestricted submarine warfare and was
in favour of annexing as much territory as
his country could get its hands on.
The "Knight in shining armour", Dag
Hammarksjold of Sweden, who was the
1961 prize recipient, sent a UN " peacekeeping" force to the Congo, which
immediately joined in the suppression of
liberation fighters there .
There have been a few notable and
deserving exceptions such as Martin
Luther King, Jr., Albert Luthu\i of the
African National Congress, Albert
Schweitzer, Linus Pauling, Henri de la
Fonta ine and Jane Addams .
But these served only to legitimize and
lend credibility to the prize, the majority
of whose recipients were more in the
bus iness of war, conquest and colonialism, then the peace.
Noteworthy sti 11 were some of the
outstanding omissions. Mahatma Gand hi,
who employed non-violent protest and
civil disobed ience against British colonialism in India appeared an obvious
candidate. But he never got the Prize.
Nor did Ho Chi Minh, whose revolutionary war drove the French out of
Indochina and brought peace to North
Vietnam. He was certa inly more qualified
than the Prize's long list of imperialist
warmongers.

A nomaly based on Anomaly
According to Gray, the Peace Prize is
"an anomaly based on an anomaly".
Alfred Nobel himself - whose will set up
the Nobel foundation t hat annually distributes prizes for outstanding contributions
in various fields - was by any standard, a
merchant of weapons and warfare rath er
than a seeker of peace .
A Swede who made a fortune with his
invention and manufa ctu re of dynam ite,
nitroglycerin, gel ignite, cordite, and ballisti le, Aflred Nobel became the "Rockefel ler" of tza rist Russia with patents and
factories for his explosives in many
countries around-the world.
Ranging from bombs to art ill ery and
firearms, Nobel's prod ucts met t he

:.aa:::--s -eeas o" : za ··s~

a, ;:a , ,
Germany, orway , Sweden, he United
Ki ngdom, th e A ustro -Hungar ian Empire,
some South African states, and even some
states in the U.S.
In his quest for perfect explosives,
Nobel succeeded in dominating the
weapons industry of the latter half of the
19th century. Before Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the horrors of the pre-nuclear wars
led directly to the door-steps of this
explosives genius .
The Nobel family business was un doubtedly an indispensab le component of
the expansionist capabi lities of the rising
imperialist powers of the time:
Although the family enterprises came
to an end in Russia when the triumphant
Bolshevik revolution nationalized them in
1918, their impact on a worldwide scale
continued long after Alfred Nobel's
death .
uSS

Easing a Conscience
When Alfred Nobel died on December
10, 1896, he left a wil l stipu lat ing that
the interest on his fo rtune was to be
divided into five equa l prizes: one ·each
for literature, physics , chemistry and
physiology or medicine, and one for
peace. The economics prizes was added
by a Swedish bank in 1969. Now a Nobel
prize is worth $190,000.
The relevant part of Nobel's wil I that

re~e ·o : ne Peace :,,·ze sa;a • a: ne ec-:
of the imeres o • he ooe funds go " o
l\o.y e
th e person w ho shal IA a one t he most o r
the best work for fraternity among
nations, for abolition or reduction of
standing armies and for the holding and
promotion of peace congresses".
The Norwegian Sorting (Parliament)
appoints the committee that adjudicates
on the world's peacemakers, a gesture of
conci I iation between Norway and
Sweden, which were united under the
same monarchy during Nobel's time.
Some historians claim that the wi 11,
which was written in 1895, rlflected t he
bothered conscience of a lonely man . One
of A lfred's brothers was kil led in his
factory's explos ion. His distraught fa th er
suffered a heart attack and died severa l
years later. Alfred Nobel was al so entangled in huge legal battles for his businesses.
Even his personal life soured fo r the most
part.
Nobel's conscience aside, it is clea r
that the Peace Prize uses the standards fur
peace ascribed t o by t he world's dominant capitalist powers - peace with in
the status quo .
That wi 11 be the day when the Peace
Prize list contains mostly names of those
who be\ ieve that true and just peace can
come only after the exploiting classes
have been deprived of their po litical
dominance •

Announcing O ur New Book!

The
ARMS RACE:
Humanity in Crisis

Price $51available soC)n in all
leading bookshops
and from Aliran
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REPORT

FORUM: WOMEN
AND RELIGION
T

he essential core values of all
not differentiate
religions
do
between men and w omen . Rather,
they provide the same basi c principles for
all aspects of life and humanity equally
to men and w omen .
This common denominator in religion
was expressed in the various perspective
views on 'Religion and Women', a oneday forum organized by Aliran on 20
October in Kuala Lumpur .
Though religion does not make un equal distinctions, there are discrepancies
between men and -women in religion and
in society. How did this come about 7
Speakers from the Islamic, Christian,
Hindu and Buddhist faiths examined the
question of unequal gender from a
histori cal perspective. The answer is
found by tra cing the historical development of society and observing the
influence of the prevalent social structure
on religious ideas and practices of that
time. In other words, departures from
basic
theology /ideology
have
been
brought about by the social environment
predominating a given era.
Susan Oorjitham , elaborating on a
paper prepared by Shanti Ayinarappan,
illustrated this point by taking two key
periods in the evolution of Hindu society,
namely the Vedic 2nd Brah manic periods .
In the first period women were virtually
on par with men in society, as it was a
period of conquest and consolidation in
which women were called upon to play
an active role.
In the subsequent
Brahmanic period, however, society had
become stabilized and more affluent and
as the dominant Brahman class (of male
priests) established their code, the status
of women become more closely defined,
restricted and subordinate. The rise of the
caste system accentuated this trend.
Intermarriage between . Aryans and nonAryans also adversely affected the
position of women in Hindu society as
there arose the need to subordinate all
women, alien and non-alien.
Hence the enmeshing of religious
values with social values adulterated the
basic
principles
of
Hinduism
and
worsened the position of women in
Hindu society.
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Similarly Aegeile Fernandes and Helen
Percival showed that the scriptures gave a
prominent role to women as homemaker,
decision-maker and provider. Yet the role
of women has diminished to that of a
homemaker. The role of the Christian
women has become service-orientated.
She plays no role in the church's decisionmaking.
Dr. Chandra Muzaffar spoke of the
need to study the great doctrines from a
socio-historical standpoint, with a view to
distinguish the contextual from the
eternal, the peripheral from the perennial
and the particular from the universal. If
such distinctions are made, property laws
in the Ouran and female laws of inheritance, for instance will not be put in the
same category as the fundamental
philosophies of the faith.
Dr. Chandra, Ii ke many of the other
speakers, stressed the need to examine
those social realities that have expressed
themselves through the ages. "These
realities wil I reveal, without doubt, that
all religions contain many injunctions and
rules which are conditioned by the social
environment. For this reason, they may
not be applicable to present-day ci rcu mstances . Th is is very true of the status of
women in particular since male political
and legal dominance has been a characteristic of most of human history ."
This issue is particularly relevant today
because of religious revivalism in our
society which has a direct bearing on the
·p osition of women . It must be faced.
"Justifying and rationalizing the revivalist
concept of women will do immense
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damage to society as a whole. It den ·e-,
women the scope and space to deve lo:
into total, complete human bein gs.
relegates them to a subservient, secon da'
position."
The forum shared Dr. Chandra's ec
for the evolution of yet another pers pc:tive on women rooted in the progress·.=concept of religion . This perspecti ve '
no way departs from religion, in fa ct goes back to it since the progress·.~
perspective on religion is der ived fro lT' ::
perennial core.
"It is apparent then that only in a rE
society - in an alternative social order can women discover the true mean ing
the perennial core of religion. In otr'c
words, for the progressive conce pt
women in religion to sustain itself, tre--has to be an alternative social order . T --=is why, women, as a gender, must St' for an alternative society - for t her;c I ies their hope for a better tomorro;
Azmi Khalid, of Aliran, in su mrr up, placed the discussions in a br::.:
perspective. "The issue at han d :s
human rights problem in the sh ape :
women's rights, in relation to religi on 1:- _
the contemporary religious resurge nec::
over the world. The issue is a uni ve·:=
one and in attempting to find a solu: :
one is not trying to establish the vie::
of one side over the other, but a
round the problem to the mutual sat"s-::
tion of both sides. The idea is to acr 'c
the free and full development o' human personality, an ideal refl ectE-:
the values of each of the major re lig·cA number of questions and a:_
were raised at the forum an d t- :
significant. Answers must be fou nd. S:
of them will be long-term, oth ers ·diate. From the long-term poin t o"
perhaps the solution is the co nstr~=of strong religious values wh ich . _
create the climate for ch ange
improvement.
From the immediate point of '> eis up to individuals in their own
"'
try and do what they could in t he sphere, I ittle by I ittle to co ntr t;_ -change•

=-

=-
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$0.70
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ALIRAN SPEAKS a compilation of
press statements, essays and speeches
since the organisation's inception in
August 1977 on a variety o f social
themes of grea t pub lic interest.
CORRUPTION contains papers on
various aspects of this social scourge
presented by Aliran officials and
guest speakers at a seminar held
in November 1980. It is easily
readable, informative and analytical.
5 CONTROVERSIES a compilation of
5 booklets entitled (i) Is South-East
Asia safe? (ii) Why are People Poor?
(iii) Why are there not enough houses?
(iv) What is National Culture? (v)
Why is there communal Polarization?
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Malaysia.
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The Human FIie

Going to Work,
....the toil and trouble

A

bout half the population in
Kuala Lumpur are living below
the poverty line monthly income
of $600 (according to the Kuala Lumpur
Draft Plan) . Therefore a large proportion
of the workers in Kuala Lumpur will
have to rely on the cheapest means of
transport to get to and from work, to go
to school, to pay bills and for shopping
and marketing.
In the last week of August a smal I
survey was carried out to look at the
problems faced by low income commuters who are forced to rely on public
transport such as the bus and the mini
bus . The survey covered a total of 350
respondents at seven major bus stops in
Kuala Lumpur and Petaling Jaya . The
respondents were primarily from poor
families that have monthly incomes of
between $160 and $700. Jobs held were
varied, ranging from factory hands to
washerwomen,
hawkers,
uniformed
personnel and clerks. Some were students.
But, whatever their background, because
of financial constraints, they ·are almost
totally dependent on a most undependable public transport system . As a result
they are faced with countless difficulties
and bitter experiences in their daily
struggle to get to work and school on
time.
Most commonly, the work place of
respondents is about 4-5 miles from their
homes (though about 15% have to travel
more than 20 miles to and from work
daily). Commuters' problems are compounded when they have to change bus
to reach their destination. In such cases
commuters have to spend as much as
three hours a day just. travelling to and
from work. Imagine how much time and
nervous energy is expended by the
country's work force just idling and
fuming away whilst waiting for the bus
with the magic number to appear. It is of
Iittle use to sing cute songs on radio
productivity
when
the
eulogising
country's total production could be
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... they are faced with countless difficulti~s and bitter experiences in their daily struggle to ge1
to won< and school.

increased if only the time spent waiting
at bus-stops could be utilized in direct
production or in resting and recuperating
for the next day's work.
City commuters who depend on buses
to fetch them to work encounter many
problems. The most troublesome of these
problems are the erratic schedule of
buses, breakdown or minor accidents and
inadequate number of buses. All these
result in endless waiting and frustration
for passengers very often causing them to
be late for work.
"The bus is always late until sometimes I have to wait for more than one
hour, especially during weekends". This
is expressed by Abu Samad, a bachelor,
26 years of age. Abu has to travel 2 miles
from his home in Old Town, Petaling
Jaya to reach his office where he works
as a despatch clerk earning $260 per
month. According to Nina David,
"Drivers of mini-buses only think of their
own commission without caring about
the safety of passengers. Even though
the bus is full they are still taking in more
passengers. Most of the time the drivers
"pandu dengan gila-gila". Nina has a
secondary education and is a petty trader
staying in Sungai Way. Her income is
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about $500 monthly. She spends abe- $85 a month on bus fares.
Tan, a counter-salesman at Asia Ja _
lives in SS2 Petaling Jaya. He spe- :..
about $20 a month using the min i-:: __
to work. The normal waiting time a :-=
bus stop for Tan is about half an c_·
He therefore spends about two hm.. ·o
day getting to and from work. A ccorc - to Tan, "There never seems to be enc-=
buses, especially during office
c_
The hassle and struggle to get into c· :the bus often result in unruly beha. :_
and coarse words being ex c a- ~:
between passengers and co ndu:::
Taking a bus is a humbling exper ier:=
reminds me of my poor status in -~
Providing a cheap and fast ::._:
transport system does not cost t ha: - _
money. However, we cannot ex pec: -to happen since any major chan ges
threaten the profits of certa in .~-interest groups such as that of :- =
lobby and the transport co r-::;.;.Commuters can therefore expec -daily struggle with the transpor: s :-to continue for many more )-S=-::
come. This is the tragedy of it all •
Hing:.

CURRENT COMMENT

A record of Aliran's complete press statements
made in the preceding months
Low-Cost Housing For The
Handicapped

'J'AN SRI AHMAD
NOOltDIN

Debate BM F Loans Scandal in
Parliament

Trie

Bumiputra Malaysia
Finance (BMF) loans scandal is a very
serious issue. Aliran, other public interest
societies, political parties and the public
have been urging the Government to set
up a Royal Commission of Inquiry.
Recently, Auditor General Tan Sri
Ahmad Noordin had also stressed the
need for such a commission. As he put
it, "it is still not too late to set up a
Royal Commission of Inquiry".
Bank Bumiputra is funded by public
money, and it should be accountable to
the public. The loans fiasco involves
many ethical issues, and a government
which has promised to be clean should
surely allow the public to know the
details of this scandal: how it happened,
who were criminally involved etc . Thus
it is only proper that such a major issue
be debated in the present parliamentary
session.
Aliran supports the request of the
opposition leader, Lim Kit Siang, to set
aside two days to debate his motion on
setting up a Royal Commission of Inquiry
into the BMF loans scandal. In making
such a request, Lim is carrying out his
duty as an opposition leader, and his
request should be allowed . In fact the
rakyat expect all their members of
parliament to speak up on this issue.
The government should realize that
the public has been losing confidence in
the present state of our Parliament
because issues of i' mportance are either
not debated or not properly debated.
Allowing the debate on the BMF scandal
in this · session and setting up a Royal
Commission of Inquiry will surely help
to restore some confidence.
7 October 1984

Tan Chee Beng

Exco Member

Aliran commends Dr.
Ong Hean Tee, Chairman Penang State
Housing Committee, for his inclusion of
the physically handicapped into the
State's low-cost housing plan.
His
announcement that a total of 36 units
would be reserved for them, is perhaps
the first gesture of its kind in the country
and represents an act of caring, worthy of
the highest praise. It is hoped that this
exemplary move by Dr. Ong would
encourage a similar response from the
other quarters and that future development planning wou ld take into consideration the question of need as it is a sound
determinant of priorities.
The handicapped Malaysians have
shown time and again that it is not handouts that they look for but a genuine
chance at life. Given the right conditions
and a more supportive society there is no
reason why the handicapped person
cannot contribute as effectively as the
others in certain chosen areas of human
activity.
Development
without
heart
or
conscience can only be disastrous in the
long run. If, as is largely accepted,
development means the human being,
then it should follow, that no group for
whatever reasons should be deprived or
excluded from the mainstream of
progress.
We trust that this fine gesture of the
Penang State Housing Committee will
inspire Malaysian planners everywhere to
become more people-oriented in outlook
and that greater emphasis would be given
to the human factor in development; for
only in this way can people benefit from
progress.
Ang Boon Chong

8 October 1984

Exco Member

Squatters

The

question of squatters in Sungei Nibong Kecil, Penang and
Kampong Bercham, near lpoh and in
other places throughout the country is
symptomatic of a housing crisis which
threatens to become even more serious in
the next few years.
Demolishing squatter houses and bringing in the Police to force the squatters to
comply with the law, wil I not solve the
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underlying problem of an acute shortage
of cheap houses for the lower-income
group. What is needed at both Federal
and State levels is a comprehensive
housing programme for the poor which
w ill be implemented immediately with a
sense of urgency.
As far as measures which are of direct
relevance to the poor go, the government
should give some consideration to the
following proposals
1) Set up self-help housing programmes
in slum and squatter areas . This will
not only cut down costs tremendously but also speed up the
process of building houses.
2) Amend some of the regulations on
housing to enable more areas to
have "long-houses" and other types
of cheap houses.
3) Make credit easily avai !able to the
poor , preferably without any interest attached to it.
4) Make it even easier for the poor to
withdraw their Employees Provident Fund ( EPF) contributions t o
enable them to buy houses.
Apart from these measures, the
government must decide sooner or later,
to exercise more direct control over the
production and distribution of building
materials in order to lower the prices of
houses. At the same time, it must enact
more stringent laws to curb speculation
on properties. Most of al I, it must show a
greater determination to fight corruption
in the entire housing industry.
Gan Kong Hwee

9 October 1984

E xco Member

United Nations' Day

Today is United Nations'
Day.
On
this
auspicious day, Ali ran
endorses the recent call by our Prime
Minister, Datuk Seri
Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad, to all member-states of the
United Nations to re-dedicate themselves
to the ideals and principles of the world
body.
This call is particularly relevant to a
country like the United States which has
begun to adopt a hostile attitude towards
some of the agencies of the United
Nations like UNESCO.
Superpowers like the United States
should realize that the United Nations is
not a tool to be used for the perpetuation
of the global dominance of any particular
state. Neither was the United Nations
created to protect the political and
economic interests of any particular
country.
If the UN is to be true to its ideals, it
must come to reflect the aspirations of
the vast majority of humankind who live
Aliran Monthly December 1984

in the anguish of poverty and ignorance.
It is heartening to observe, in th is
connection, that some of the organs of
the UN · are beginning to represent the
genuine interests of the poor and powerless majority. One hopes that this process
will continue.
We in Malaysia should play a bigger
role in helping to develop the UN along
these lines.
In order to do this we must first
create greater consciousness among our
own people of the United Nations and its
role in world affairs. There is very little
awareness among Malaysians of some of
the worthwhile achievements of the UN.
This is why there is a dire need for the
local media to disseminate more information on the numerous endeavours of
the UN. Equally important, the Ministry
of Education should consider encouraging
the establishment of United Nations
Clubs in all secondary schools throughout
the country. Through these clubs various
international issues pertaining to peace
and development could be discussed.
Indeed, United Nations clubs in secondary schools would also be able to
contribute towards multi-ethnic understanding since the unity of humankind is
one of the cherished ideals of the UN
itself.

24 October 1984

Chandra Muzaffar
President

The 1985 Budget
~ e 1985 budget is a
conservative budget. It is biased towards
the rich . For that reason it is against the
interest of the majority; it is unjust to the
poo r.
Taxes

As an example the reduction of the
maximum tax rate from 55% to 40% is
certainly to the advantage of the wealthy.
It wil l benefit all those high -earning
executives and professionals who are
making hundreds of thousands of ringgit
every year.
Simi larly, the excess profit tax of just
5% to profits above 300,000 ringgit will
benef it the wealthy. So will the franking
limit on estate duty which has been
increased from 600,000 to 2 million . The
streamlining of estate duty into 2 rates is
anot her example.
As against this, there is a decline in the
al location for social services . Though
slight it is significant since it is part of a
continuous reduction in the allocation for
social services in the last few years. Last
year there was a 45% cutback in public
sector spending on housing. The lack of
adequate housing is becoming a major
crisis affecting the poor.
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The reduction in the allocation for
public utilities will also affect the poor in
the long run . For 1985 the allocation fell
to 1,044 million. It was 1,512 million in
1984. This is part of the privatization
process but it is the poor who will have to
pay in the end.
At the same time there are certain
indirect taxes which will have an adverse
impact upon the poor. Take, for inst ance,
the export duty that rubber sma llholders
have to pay. It is sometimes as high as
20% of their income. This tax should
have been reduced or abolished.
Similarly, import duties on all those
items, all those appliances, the rural and
urban poor use to make a living, should
have been reduced drastically. Such an
action would have helped the poor
tremendously especially at this point
when they are bearing the brunt of the
economic recession .
By the same token, why can't we
increase personal relief from 5,000 ringgit
to a higher figure? After all such an
increase would be just a pittance for the
overall revenue situation. Again, an
increase in tax relief would benefit the
poor.
On the positive side, the cutback in
the security sector is commendable . It is a
huge reduction from 3.255 billion to 690
million. Another commendable feature is
the tax exemption for royalties for
Iiterary and artistic works ·which has
increased from 3,000 to 6,000 ringgit.
The tax exemption for translations is
also worthy of mention. But why should
it be restricted to translations for the
Ministry of Education and the AttorneyGeneral's Office7 It shou ld apply right
across the board especially since we
should be encouraging more trans lations
into Bahasa Malaysia.
Final ly, we are also pleased with tax
exemption for donations for programmes
of beautification and cleanliness.

Expenditure

As far as operating expenditure g:~
we should begin by considering the C"Budget Agencies (OBAs). In 1984, :r'=
swallowed up 64% of tota l pL:::
expenditure. The present budget reduced OBA expenditure by 1.5 bil cNow it is not just a questior :reducing expenditure. More impo rtar:
the princip le of accountabi lity. Nowr:=in the Minister's budget speech was t-=-"
any indication of the mechanisms :-=:
would be employed to make OSaccountable to parliament, to the peoc At the same time, how the 08- _
manage funds should be subjecteo vigorous scrutiny. Even the salaries, :- allowances of their top personne l she __
be reviewed.
Similarly, if we really want to rec_:
operating expenditure we shou lo
_
exam ine all our Hicom projects, inc luc the Malaysian car.
Quite apart from OBA's, we are c:cerned about the management of fu nc"
the pub I ic services as a whole.
control shou ld come from the Accoun,2-General 's end - not after the money - =already been mismanaged as the Au d -• General's report reveals every year .
At the same time , the Au o - General's office should be stren gthe-=Though this will involve more perso--and more training, in the long run it
help reduce expenditure through effec:
action against wastage and misma na;
ment.
For the same reason, the ;...-Corruption Agency should be rein for:::There is so much leakage of '_ through corruption.
Also, since there is a great dea
domestic and foreign borrowin g ":
there must be stri ct er supervision of ec- how they are used, why they are -==Final ly, the drive to reduce ex oeture would have received a sign·•-~

=-

"Yes, sir, it's made right here in this country with Japanese know-how."
Drawing by Ross:
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public sector's capacity to generate jobs
is lim ited, then there should be active
encouragement for individuals who want
to develop their own trades and crafts .
Easy credit facilities for them would help
considerably.
Finally, there is nothing in the budget
to suggest that the government is fully
aware of the importance of developing a

psychological boost if the variety of
allowances
that
Ministers,
Deputy
Ministers and parliamentary secretaries
benefi t from w ere scaled down.
The pension scheme for Members of
Parliament and State Assemblies should
also be reviewed. It is a scheme tl·,at is so
lucrative that it is ludicrous.
In the same vein, the budget should
have also sought to reduce the allowances
of the top brass in the public services. It
does not make any sense to provide
housing and entertainment allowances to
this elite category when the majority of
t he poor are struggling to live.
Revenue

The government could have found
al ternative ways of increasing revenue. It
could have imposed heavier import duties
on junk food. Health, like equity, should
be an important guiding principle in
oudget planning. We have now become a
'l uge consumer market for junk food.
By the same token, we could have also
ncreased import duties on cigarettes and
3l cohol. Various luxury goods could have
:)een subj ected to higher taxes.
Mo re than imposing import duties; the
~overnment could have increased corpora:i on taxes. Given the massive profits that
"'1 any of these companies make even in
3an times, there is every justification to
3 X them more.
Likewise, the ea rnin gs of top profes. onals and executives in the private
.9ctor should be regulated in the interest
.f the communi ty . This is part icularly
;,cause our professionals have failed to
·3ke the initiative to curb their propent y for uni i mited profits .
Of course,
curbing profits and
;;gulating the private sector goes against
1e prevailing phi losophy of the govern-ent. The 1985 budget shows very
:Jar ly that the government expects the
,; vate sector and its eli tes to lead the
-·ve towards development and industrial: atio n.
It is not going to work . We are talking
· a private sector that does not have its

own internal strength, which is so dependent upon the international capitalist
system. It is a private sector that has very
little control over scientific and technological knowledge. Private sector elites in
soci eties like ours are more inclined
towards conspicuous consumption than
mean i ngfu I investment.
An Alternative Approach

This is w hy Aliran would still count
upon the public sector to lead development. If financial resources are better
managed and orga nised there is no reason
why the public sector cannot launch a
massive low-cost housing programme.
This
will
certainly
stim ulate
the
economy. A massive rural electrification
programme w ill have the same effect .
Similarly, since there is a shortage of
primary classes, an extensive school
building programme should be undertaken.
There is also an obvious need for more
polytechnics and universities. Given the
desire to industrialize, polytechnics
would be more useful . All this will not
only promote growth, but also save
valuable foreign exchange. As we know,
there are at least 50,000 Malaysians
studying abroad. There is nothing in the
budget to indicate that the government is
thinking seriously about this problem.
The intensification of food production
is another area that has been ignored in
the budget. There are no specific incentives for increasing food production. In
fact, we are st ill very dependent upon the
world market for food.
Neither does the budget contain any
specific tax measures for the development
of a variety of small and medium-sized
ind ustries. If we want to be self-reliant
and industria li ze, such ventures should be
encouraged . Small and medium-si zed
industries not only distribute economic
benefits more equitab ly, but they also
promote growth on a more ext ensive
scale.
The budget also failed to provide
incentives for self-employment . If the
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strong scientific base which wil I provide
the foundation to its industrialization
programme. There is no budgetary policy
on Science and Technology. And yet,
incentives on scientific research in
specific segments of the economy, say
food production or minerals or resourcebased industries would go a long way
towards strengthening the economy as a
whole. From a long-term perspective, this
is one of the major shortcomings of the
budget.
26 October 1984

Chandra Muzaffar
President

The BM F Scandal - right & wrong
~ e way in which the
BM F scandal has developed makes one
wonder whether some of our leaders have
a clear sense of right and wrong .
For it is not the culprits but7:he critics
who are now being condemned and
crucified. Those responsible for, and
those who may have gained from, the
loan transactions are not about to be
hounded out or hunted down; instead it
is the opposition leaders, social commen tators and newspaper editors who are
attacked for their persistent demand for
an open, independent inquiry into the
scandal. Indeed, they have even been
accused of trying to destroy Bank Bumiputra ! By a strange twist of logic those
who lost 2 billion ringgit in Hong Kong
are not guilty of destroying the bank but
those who want the crooks exposed are!
In other words, the problem is not the
crime itself but the desire to solve the
crime.
What is particularly sad is that no less
a person than the Prime Minister himself
has admonish ed critics for dragging Bank
Bumiputra into the scandal. He has
further alleged that there are people who
are using the scandal to try to topple
'the Malay leadership'.
As far as Bank Bumiputra's position is
concerned, when was it ever out of the
scandal? Isn't BM F after all a subsidiary
of Bank Bumiputra? Wasn't Bank Bumiputra part and parcel of the various
decisions pertaining to the BMF rescue
operations particularly from mid 1982
onwa rds? If Bank Bumiputra is not
involved, w hy is it that Petronas had to
buy Bank Bumiputra from Permodalan
Nasional Berhad (PNB) in order to save
Aliran Montnly December 1984

George Tan still man ..ged
his famous smile on the
way to court on bail of
$6.6m. His once highflying, now bankrupt
Carria11 Group had helped
fuel Hongkong's property
boom and left Malaysia's
Bank Bumiputra with
nearly $600m. in bad debts

BMF? How can one even think of
separating Bank Bumiputra from the
scandal?
Even more serious is the Prime
Minister's allegation of "toppling Malay
leadership". The Prime Minister should
not have brought in the ethnic element
since ethnicity has nothing to do with the
scar.::lal . From what we know both
Malays and non-Malays are guilty of
creating and perpetuating the mess. If
anything, it is a sordid example of that
type
of
inter-ethnic
financial
manoeuvring and political manipulation
which establishment elites have cultivated
into a sophisticated art.
By the same token, those who are
affected indirectly by the greed and
incompetence of these elites also come
from all communities. For Bank Bumiputra is, to all intents and purposes, a
state-owned bank whose misfortunes
must have a negative impact upon the
public as a whole.
Similarly, individuals and groups from
both the Malay and non-Malay communities have been demanding , the establishment of an independent Royal Commission of Inquiry as is obvious from the
range of political parties and public
interest societies concerned about the
BM F scandal. The opposition to such a
commission also stems from Malay and
non-Malay groups, notably within the
Barisan Nasional.
·
If the point about 'toppling Malay
leadership' has been brought into the
scandal to show that somehow the
continuous call for an independent
inquiry is against Malay interests, then it
is clearly a baseless argument. Let us not
forget that ASN depositors - among
them poor Malay housewives and farmers
- also lost out in the BMF scandal. It is
perhaps one of the most lucid instances
of how the welfare of the Malay poor is
Aliran Monthly December 1984

sometimes sacrificed for the well-being of
Malay elites.
Even if it is true that certain groups
are trying to embarrass Malay leaders
through BMF, their motives should not
in any way condition the response of our
leaders. An upright leader would be
committed to revealing the whole truth
about the scandal irrespective of the
covert or overt intentions of his critics.
For if a person upholds absolute, ethical
values like honesty and integrity, his
sense of right and wrong would not be
influenced by the motives of others.
It is this notion of morality that Islam
embodies. In Islam, eternal, ethical values
reign supreme for it is through these
values that one comprehends the greatness of God. This means that neither
truth nor justice nor love can be subordinated to some other idea or institution.
It means that integrity cannot be sacrificed at the altar of ethnicity.
It is because the leadership's commitment to integrity in the BM F scandal is
somewhat suspect, that the Malaysian
public is still in the dark about what
really happened in Hong Kong. Even
when a foreign newspaper began to
disclose details of BMF's loans to Carrian,
Eda and Kevin Hsu nearly 3 years ago,
the government chose to remain silent
In response to queries raised in Parliament ministers insisted that nothing was
amiss. There was no need for an inquiry.
It was only after the tragic murder of
Jalil Ibrahim that government leaders
began to stir.
It will be recalled that while the public
clamoured for an independent inquiry,
the leadership continued to drag its feet.
For a while it toyed with the idea of a
White Paper. In the end, it chose to
conduct an in-house inquiry through
Bank Bumiputra. Right from the outset
it was clear that the 3-man committee
of inquiry would not be able to provide
answers to the crucial questions in the
loans scandal.

MAHATHIR MOHAMAD
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After the chairman of the committee
Auditor-General Tan Sri Ahmad Noordir
himself acknowledged the limitations o"
his inquiry and the need for a Roya
Commission, some people thought th a:
the government would finally act on h's
suggestion.
Th is was not to be. The Barisar
dominated Parliament rejected a par liamentary motion by Opposition Leader
Lim Kit Siang, to establish an indeperdent Royal Commission of Inquiry.
the course of the debate, a governmer:
backbencher even had the audacity : :
upbraid the Auditor-General for exp ressing views on BMF which were differer·
from the Prime Minister's. It wa.:
apparent he was totally ignorant of 1r'=
status and function of the Aud itc·General as Chairman of the Committee:Inquiry.
More than ignorance, the parl ia me -tary debate confirmed the Barisan 's la:
of moral outrage on an issue of sL:magnitude. There was no sense of sha ~::- shame that comes naturally to adecent government that is forced ::
preside over a heinous crime which so~circles have described as "one of
greatest
financial
scandals
of
century". There was no feel ing
remorse - remorse that so much w as - through the venality and ineptitu de so few. There was no apology t o :people.
On the contrary, there was e etouch of arrogance in the govern me-attitude. The debate was treated , ·
utter contempt. There was a de libe·=attempt to show the world t ha
government did not attach an y sig- cance to the issue at hand. Th is is
none of the senior ministers partic· ;::2-~
in the debate. A mere Deputy M-~ .:=-was assigned the task of defend ir;:: government's position. There w2s
serious desire to examine in dep:- necessity for an independent com fY' So
Ludicrous, frivolour argum ents
advanced against the proposa l ,•, :any thought or reflection. T he tc-debate was a vivid demonstration c power corrupts, and how absolu e : :
corrupts absolutely.
This was really a pity fo r o , _
elites would do well to rem e O::'' ·
in some other society, with c
independent press, a more as:'=
public, a more powerful op pos: more ethical leadership and 2
democratic tradition, a scanda l ·"' =
would have almost certain ly le::: - _
resignation of the governm ent o" ----=
Be that as it may, th e B ·= :·=
and more important, how t he go =handled the BMF scandal , :.
forgotten easily by the peop e - - -'remember the delayed res oo-: ·
excuses, the cover-ups. T hey ,
that there have been ha l'-:·--

untruths; there has been an element o"
dishonesty and deception. In th e en:;
they will know that in the BMF sca":i:
the government was more deterrr·r2:;
conceal, rather than reveal, the :· _ -There is no doubt that the :x_ ~
will then weigh the govern ment's a:· - _::::
to BMF against its professed co':1to integr ity and honesty. r=o- r:;
administration has spen t so ""'-:::<' : ns;;,
energy and money preach r;;
--::,ytance of trustworthin ess, o' C sar _:;• gr,:
conduct. The peop le ,·.
:ne·s"o·s Jse
the BMF scandal to "'EaScJ'c :rs gap
between word and dee
oror-i se and
performance. And he 1 :. 1 oe disillusioned.

-=
=
--=-=- ::'
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Chandra Muzaffar

1 November 1984

President

The Assassination of Mrs. Gandhi

Mrs

Indira Gandhi, the
slain Indian Premier, will long be remembered as an outstanding advocate of Third
World
causes.
She provided sober,
rational counsel in Third World forums
on ways and means of emancipat in g
Thi rd World countries from economic
and technological bondage.
As Chairman of the non-aljgned movement , she gave the movement· a sense of
direction at a time when it seemed to be
drifting aimlessly. More than any other
individua l she helped to restore a
semblance of unity to the movement.
The man ner of her death is a measure
of how violent politics has become almost
everywhere. It is also an indication of
w hat
can
happen
when
religious
~anat icism rear s its ugly head.

2 November 1984

The Executive Committee
Al iran

The Airbus Crash Report

A1iran

commends the
government for releasing the full report
on th e MAS airbus crash at Subang on
December 18, ·last year . The repo rt
should have been made public much
earlier.

-

•a n hopes that the

• -=-=: -:; ea es a wi llingness on

~-- :· :-=

government to observe

·--= :· n:; pie of public accountabi-

. --=-- "o;, onwards.
-"'3

:;;•nec

"a• as the actu al report is con-

AS
should
give
serious
:- s aeratio n to the sound recommen :a~ ons contained therein. Of particular
,nportance is the recommendation to
review MAS's present training policies
wi th the aim of improving cockpit
discipline and flying com petence.

to dissolve the committee and replace it
with an independent Royal Commission
of Inquiry.
Chandra Muzaffar

3 November 1984

President

I

Chandra Muzaffar

2 November 1984

President

The BMF Interim Report

As

expected, the BMF
interim report has not revealed an ything
new. It has failed to answer the crucia l
questions which have been in the public
mind since the BMF scandal became
known.
The report does not tell us how
Carrian, Eda and others came to be
debtors of BMF. Neither does it tell why
BM F continued to lend such huge sums
to these companies even. after th ey got
into financial trouble. Nor d oes it tell us
who in the board of Bank Bumiputra
authorised the upward revision of lending
limits to BMF. This is a signifi cant point
since both the former Chairman and the
present Chairman of Bank Bumiputra
have denied approving any loans meant
for Carrian, Eda and other companies
involved in the BMF scandal. At the same
t ime; it is not possible that BMF acted
in dependent ly
of
Bank
Bumiputra
especially after a supervisory committee
was established to check on BM F 's
activ ities. Is it then possible that the BMF
loans received t he approval of someone
higher up t han the Chairman of Bank
Bumiputra7
Whatever the answer, it is obvious that
the committee of inquiry with its very
limi t ed powers will not be able to
uncover the truth about the BM F sca ndal.
It is doubtful t hat the committee's
second report and subsequent reports
would reveal anything significant.
What is worse is that the Banking Act
is being used to prevent relevant information related to the loans scandal from
reaching the public . Certain aspects of the
rules pertaining to bankin g secrecy should
be set aside in the interest of t ruth and
justi ce. Bank Negara is in a position to
authorise that such information be made
public. After all, it is quite likel y that this
information will emerge in the course of
the Carrian hearings in Hong Kong.
In view of all thes e obstacles impeding
the work of the internal com mittee of
inquiry, Aliran calls upon the government
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Ethnic Slurs

An

ethnic slur on th e
alleged origin of the Indian community in
a Bahasa Malaysia text produced by a
Malay writer has spark ed off quite a bit
of discussion in various circles.
Ethnic slurs whether they are ethnic
myths (as in this particular case) or ethnic
stereotypes or ethnic prejud ices are not
new. Every Malaysian community is both
a perpetrator and a target of such smears.
In fa ct , all our Malaysian languages
contain some disparaging terminologies,
prove rbs or similies about this or that
ethnic group.
Today people are more aware of
ethnic slurs of all types. One might recal l,
for instance, how the Malay commu nity
reacted not so long ago to certain downright racist remarks found in an encycl_o·
paedia and a geography book from t_he
West. The reaction of segments of th e
Indian community belongs t o that same
ca t egory of injured ethnic pride. It is, in
a sense, an understandable reaction.
Greater awareness of ethnic in sults is
partly due to in creased exposure to one
another - including each other's stereotypes and prejudices. Various economic
changes, a single political system, the
mass-media and a common language have
all facilitated this exposure. This exp lains
w hy an ethnic slur that appears in 8ahasa
Malaysia (which is more widely understood today than ever before) provokes
an immediate reaction from members of
a co mmunity whose main lan guage is not
Malay.
However , since exposure is taking
place in a negative, not positive, environ ment wh ere distrust, suspicion, fear and
even hostility between th e communities
have become quite pervasive, any ethnic
smear, however slight, generates a great
deal of anger and antagonism. It is
because of deteriorating ethnic relations
that the community that feels insulted
becomes so emotionally charged that
even its thinking el ements do not bother
to find out why ethnic slurs develop or
how they perpetuate themselves . Neither
is there any attempt to examine one's
own literature and culture wi th the ai m
of expurgating all et hni c slurs against
others.
The deterio rating ethnic situation is
also why the person responsible for the
ethnic slur is seldom openly condemned
by his own community. In the case at
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hand, not a single Malay literary organisation, cultural association or academic
society was willing to admonish the
individual concerned in public. Though
the government took some action of sorts
against the offensive publication, not a
single leader in power was prepared to
denounce the work or its author. On the
contrary, certain politicians and writers
became so defensive that they even tried
to rationalize an obvious misdeed.
Not wanting to criticize openly one's
own ethnic kind when it involves an
ethnic issue related to another community has become a very common
attitude among all communities . And it is
not just politicians who are guilty of this;
as we have shown a while ago almost all
social groups now play the same ethnic
game. They choose to keep quiet in the
face of the most blatant wrongdoings
because they foolishly believe that they
are protecting the interests of their
community . What they do not realize is
that by refusing to judge on the basis of
right and wrong, of truth and falsehood,
they are in fact destroying the moral
foundation of their own ethnic group.
They are surrendering its self-esteem;
they are degrading its dignity .
This is why one of the most urgent
challenges before us is to produce within
·each community, men and women of
courage, conviction and character who
wi 11 be prepared to root out chauvinism
among their own ethnic kind. Han Suyin
once said that it is the person who fights
communalism within his own community
that deserves commendation. This is true
for often the person who embarks on
such a mission is ostracized and isolated .
Very few can stand the loneliness of a
struggle of this sort. It is easier to play up
to the ethnic gallery; to project oneself as
an ethnic hero .
But the tragedy is as long as we see
ourselves as ethnic heroes, ethnic slurs
will remain unchecked. In the end, they
will further divide an already divided
society .
5 November 1984

$500,000 buying new cars for the
Speaker and State Executive Councillors .
It must be observed in this connection
that many of the allowances Executive
Councillors enjoy are tax-free.
To increase allowances for such individuals is absurd and obscene . What makes
it even more vulgar is that these increases
are taking place at a time when the economy is on the decline . The people are
being told all the while that the government does not have any money. So we
have a situation where the people are expected to tighten their belts while the
State leaders loosen theirs!
There is no doubt at al I that what the
Penang State Government has done is
morally reprehensible especially when
this expenditure on the elites is contrasted with the sufferings of the poor
caused by inflation and a chronic shortage of low-cost houses .
It is alarming to know that Penang is
not alone in this. Other states are also
spending lavishly on costumes and other
paraphernalia for their elites.
The public must try to put a stop to
this through democratic protest.
Mustafa K. Anuar
Secretary

6 November 1984

'Spy Squads' to fight dadah?
Fighting dadah addiction
among students through the formation of
'spy squads ' - as suggested by Deputy

Home Minister, Radzi Sheikh Ahmad - is
the wrong way of tackling the problem.
Students should not be asked to
function as 'spies' for the authorities
whatever the purpose. Just because the
goal is the elimination of dadah addiction
among students, it does not follow that
we can use any method to achieve our
goal. The end does not justify the means.
Forming spy squads will divide stu dents. It will create suspicion and enmity
among them. It will, in the long run, un dermine any attempt to inculcate proper
moral values among our students.
Rather than form spy squads, the
government should formulate new ways
and means of strengthening ethical valu es
among both students and teachers. The
present method of imparting moral and
religious values is totally ineffective.
Effective moral education is only possib le
if students are encouraged to reflect upon
and analyse concrete social problems Ii ke
dadah abuse, corruption and exploitat io
with a view towards understanding thE
moral dimensions of these problems
Preaching good morals alone will no:
achieve the desired results.
At the same time, students shoul d b;;
made more aware of the dadah prob le ~
through reading materials and au d·cvisual aids. Not enough has been done ~
this respect.
Once students' awareness increases a~
their sense of morality is well devel ope:
the students would on their own ;;_
against the dadah addicts in their m·c
8 November 1984

Hum Kim Cllo
Exco Me rr:-<c

Chandra Muzaffar
President

Increases in allowances for
State Executive Councillors
Aliran is shocked to
learn that Penang State Executive Councillors are now gettir.ig an additional 1000
ringgit in allowances which raises their
monthly allowances to 8,250 ringgit. In
order to accommodate this increase, the
emoluments allocation for State Executive
Councillors has been raised from $282,660
to $439,200 next year, a 55 per cent increase . In addition, the Penang State
Government also intends to spend
26

Aliran Monthly Decembe r ·:

The Cancellation a-t
UMNO-PAS De

Te

ec-:=

UMNO-PAS debate ~- :::; · o2debate would no: -3 :
. _
interest of the ra<,a, ;:reasons.
First, the kaff, re-:; ;;~, 35_e is
primar ily an UM Q.p,.:.. 5 "e :: : ·s an
inter-party squabble :.r c~ aoes not
deserve to be ele ated ·n:o a major
national concern. A squabble of t his sort
should be settled through othe r channels
like the party journal, ceramahs or even
an inter-party conference . It is wrong to
use a public fa cili ty that belongs to the
nation as a whole - like Television
Malaysia - for the resolution of an
inter-party conflict. That UMNO was
prepared to do this indicates that it
equates its own political interests with
the well-being of the nation.
S,3cond, from the point of view of
Islamic philosophy the topic of the
debate itself is qui te meaning less. In
Islam, no one has the right to condemn
another Muslim as a kaffir. It is God and God alone - who is the ultimate
Judge of whether a person has I ived as a
true Musi i m or not.
Third, though the theme of the debate
does not make sense, the debate itself

--= ·: : ,; -:

- - : -a. e ge'lera-eo a grea;: aeal of

:_-;Js or. This is because withi n the

populace as a whole their underIslamic philosophy is very
"'"i ed. Bes ides, a significant segment of
:he Musl im community subscribes to a
paroch ial, sectarian concept of Islam and
therefo re wou ld have found the 'mengkaffir' approach quite appea ling.
Fourth, given the nature of debates, it
is qu ite possib le that the UMNO team, in
order to score a point , would have gone
out of its way to project a sort of 'holier
than thou' image which might not be in
the interest of the Malaysian nation as a
whole . Since UMNO leads the government, it would have meant committing
the administration to positions which
might not have been thought out in
depth.
Finally, all said and done, the debate,
and the controversy and confusion arising
from it, would have mere ly served to
divert pub I ic attention from some of the
major social challenges confronting our
people at this point in time . Surely, it is
far more important for Malaysian society
to focus its attention upon issues such as
the economi c decline, increasing rural
poverty, inadequate housing for the poor,
corruption,
ethnic
polarization and
diminishing human rights . Indeed, it is
partly because these problems have
s:;;r:i rig of
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oecome so serious in the last few yea rs
that Islam ic conservatism has become
more pronounced.
In this connection, A li ran hopes that
Radio and Television will be used fully
to discuss and debate these and other
crucial chal lenges facing the people. This
is in fact a sacred responsibility that RTM
shou ld assume in the coming years. It is
only by analysing and examining issues in
the open that Malaysian society wi ll
develop intellectually.
An issue that shou ld be analysed
openly immediately is the government's
'ls la mizat ion' po licy. More than the
Kaffir-mengkaffir issue, or any othe r
issue within Islam at the moment, it is
lslamization that is of tremendous
significance to all Malaysians. Muslims
and non-Muslims would like to know
how this po licy is going to develop. What
is its ultimate purpose? What other
institutions and areas are supposed to be
lslamized? What are the implications of
this policy for the future?
Let UMNO therefore initiate an open
discussion
on
lslamization
through
Television . All Malaysians, Muslims and
non-Muslims, should have the opportunity to participate in this discussion .
9 November 1984

Chandra Muzaffar
President
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Thinking Allowed
A Closer Look at What People Say and Do the World Over

T

hey say that people who have been
cheated by bomohs can now
complain to the Malaysian Bumiputra
Traditional
Medic in es
Organisation
(Purbabumi). This is no hocus pocus,
mind you. This is one good measure
taken by the local bomohs to protect
their professional integrity and also to
make themselves accountable to society.
Perhaps our local politicians can learn
a thing or two from our locally-trained
bomohs. For if these politicians don't do
something -about their profession
judging from the mental capacity and
behaviour (or misbehaviour) of some of
them - their lack of integrity could well
haunt the rakyat. It could spell danger
to the political and social health of the
country.

D

*

r. Mahathir has urged banks in
Malaysia to give more attention to
the quality of management. Bad management, he added, is often easy to detect.
"It usually stands out like a sore thumb."
How true this statement is, especially
in these post-BMF days. The rule of the
thumb is that money spent - especially
that of the rakyat - should be well

accounted for. A $2.4 billion
indeed a stickup.

T

*

loss is

alking about money, one just
cannot afford to brush aside the
suggestion made by the Prime Minister
recently that a feasibility study be made
immediately on the use of the Giro
system that enables cashless transaction
in post offices in the country.
One can't help but wonder whether
this particular suggestion was made in
view of the BMF tragedy: a cashless
transaction in a cash problem -ridden
economy.

B

*

ut the Malaysian economy isn't
really down the drain, and cash is
apparently still flowing swiftly - if
Penang State is any guide. Penang State
Assemblyman Chin Nyok Soo expressed
surprise at the State Government's intention to spend $500,000 to buy new cars
for the Speaker and State Executive
Councillors next year in these supposedly
lean days .
Not only that, the State Government
is also planning to increase the allowances
of the State Executive Councillors from
$282,660 this year to $439,200 next

year, a 55 per cent increase.
The Speaker and the State Executive
Councillors were then urged to Look East
(remember?) and buy relatively cheaper
Japanese cars. Better sti 11, added Chin
Nyok Soo, buy Proton Saga. (yes, yes)
Perhaps this is what one means by a
fast moving economy whose people have
boundless energy and drive to better
themselves. Of course, this also goes to
show that our politicians' concern for the
people's welfare has always occupied a
back seat.

W

*

e are not sure now w heth er the
UMNO-PAS debate will take
place. After having challenged PAS to a
debate, some UMNO leaders have
developed cold feet (or tongues , would
be more accurate). In any case, UMNO
has already 'started' the debate. Notice
how every night now TV Malaysia carries
'hadiths' and 'suras' about how w rong
it is to 'mengkaffir' other musli ms. It is
like a football match. After yJu have
agreed on the date of the match, you
sneak into the field and start scoring all
th e goals you want. And then you ask the
referee to start the game. Now, is that
Islamic?

Mustafa K. Anuar

Revamped for the fast crowd: "We're ready to go, but unfortunately the economy is not"
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